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Summary and introduction 
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first chapter deals with hyperbolic 
spaces. It is known that every holomorphic map from the complex plane С to 
the unit disc D is constant. Therefore we call D hyperbolic. In general a space 
having the property that every holomorphic map from С to this space is constant 
is called hyperbolic. Another example of a hyperbolic space is the complex plane 
with two points removed, for example С - {0,1}. This follows from Picard's 
theorem stating that every holomorphic map from С to С omitting the values 0 
and 1 is constant. Put differently, every holomorphic map 
C — • P 1 ( C ) - ( 3 points) 
is constant. More generally it is known that 
P n ( C ) — (2n + 1 hyperplanes in general position) 
is hyperbolic. Now it is a conjecture of Kobayashi that in general 
P n ( C ) — (a hypersurface of degree > 2n + 1) 
is hyperbolic. In the first chapter of this thesis we prove that this conjecture, 
if it is true, can not be improved. In fact we prove that the complement of a 
hypersurface of degree 2n in P " ( C ) is in general (i.e. generically) not hyperbolic. 
In the second and third chapters we investigate the abc conjecture. This 
conjecture says something about sums of positive integers a + b = с where o, 6 
and с have no common factor. This conjecture is best explained in an example. 
Consider the sum 
3 + 125 = 128, огЗ + 5 3 = 2 7 . 
For such a sum we define two notions. The height h = h(a, b,c) is the logarithm 
of the largest of the three numbers a, b and c. In this example 
Л = log 128 »4.85. 
The radical no = no(a,b,c) is the logarithm of the product of all primes that 
divide the product abc. In this example 3,5 and 2 are the prime divisors of a, ò 
and c, hence 
no = log2 · 3 · 5 = log30 « 3.40. 
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We see that in this example h > no- The example has especially been chosen to 
satisfy this requirement. The reader who wants to do so can check other exam­
ples to find out that this does not happen very often for arbitrary triples a, i>, a 
We also see that h < 2щ in this example. The abc conjecture says that this is 
probably a general phenomenon: 
For all triples a, b, с with a + b = с and without common divisor we 
have the inequality 
h(a,b,c) < 2nQ(a,b,c). 
Let us call the difference e = e(a, b, c) = h(a, b, c) — no (a, b, c) the remainder 
term of the abc conjecture. Above we have formulated the abc conjecture such 
that e < no for all triples. In fact something much stronger is conjectured, 
namely that for all ε > 0 there exists a constant С > 0 such that for all triples 
without common factor e < επο + С. On the other hand Stewart and Tijdeman 
have proved that there are infinitely many examples for which 
e > ( 4 - ¿ ) Vb/log Л. 
In the third chapter we find 4y/h/logh as possible best bound for e, i.e. with this 
bound the abc conjecture is probably true, but with a smaller bound there may 
be infinitely many counter examples. I think it is of great theoretical interest 
to have a good interpretation of this bound for the remainder term. I have 
found this interpretation by formulating and investigating an abc conjecture in 
an analogous situation. 
The abc conjecture can be formulated for every unique factorization domain 
(i.e. system of elements for which addition, multiplication and a factorization in 
prime elements are defined.) For example, for polynomials we have the theorem 
for all polynomials a, b, с with a + b = с without common factor we 
have 
max{dega,degò,degc} < number of different zeros of abc— 1. 
In the second chapter we formulate an abc conjecture for the ring of holomorphic 
functions on С and we give a proof of this conjecture. In this case we get a much 
stronger bound for e, namely e < 31og/i. In the proof of this theorem it becomes 
clear what the origin is of this remainder. This gives us the interpretation that 
the remainder is the 'contribution of infinity' to the radical. 
The title of this thesis suggests that hyperbolic spaces and the abc conjec­
ture are related. This is unintentional because this thesis does not deal with 
this connection. Nevertheless there is a strong connection, and here is a good 
place to clarify this. An important problem in mathematics is the solution of 
Diophantine1 equations. Here are two examples: find all integers x,j/jZ such 
that y2z = x 3 + xz2 + z 3 and find all integer solutions of i " + yn = zn. The abc 
Diophantus of Alexandria, between 250 and 350 AD. 
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conjecture gives, if it is true, a strong tool to investigate these equations. As 
an example we solve the second equation using the abc conjecture. Suppose we 
have integers x, y, ζ and η that satisfy xn +yn = zn. Then we have a triple 
α = ι™, b = yn and с = zn 
such that a + b = c. We can asume that a, b and с have no common divisor. 
The height of this triple is 
h = log с = η log ζ 
and the radical is at most 
n 0 = log Д ρ = log Π Ρ < \ogxyz < 31ogz. 
p\abc p\xyz 
We apply the abc conjecture in the form h < 2n0 to find η < 6. Furthermore it 
is already known that there are no solutions for η = 3,4 or 5. This gives η = 1 
or 2 as the only possible values of η for which a solution could exist. It is well 
known that in these cases there are infinitely many solutions. These solutions 
can all be found by a method known since Diophantus himself (see [Ho 91].) 
In general we call an equation with only finitely many integral solutions 
Mordellic. Mordell's conjecture, formulated in 1922 ([Mo 22]) and proved by 
Faltings in 1983 ([Fa 83]), says that every curve of genus two or bigger is Mor­
dellic. Furthermore every curve of genus two or bigger is hyperbolic. In fact, 
for curves Mordellicity and hyperbolicity are equivalent. It is an important 
conjecture that this is the case for varieties in general. In [La 91] the system 
of conjectures is given that connect Mordellicity, hyperbolicity and 'of general 
type'. For more information the reader is referred to this book, pp 179 and 225. 
These conjectures make the connection between number theory (solution of 
equations, the abc conjecture) on the one hand, and geometry (hyperbolicity, 
'of general type') on the other hand. 
Finally Elkies has shown that the abc conjecture implies Mordell's conjecture 
(see [El 91].) For Mordell's conjecture this is not anymore of great importance, 
because this conjecture has already been proved. But it is this implication that 
makes the connection between the обе conjecture, Mordellicity and hyperbolic­
ity. 
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Chapter 1 
Hyperbolic spaces 
1.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we investigate a conjecture of Kobayashi, saying that the com­
plement of a generic hypersurface in P n ( C ) of degree d > 2n + 1 is hyperbolic. 
In the first sections we introduce the notions complex space, tangent bundle 
and Brody and Kobayashi hyperbolicity. The main reference is [La 87]. 
In section 1.7 we formulate Kobayashi's conjecture. The most important 
section of this chapter is section 1.9. There we prove that Kobayashi's conjecture 
is best possible in the sense that the complement of a generic hypersurface of 
degree d < 2n is nonhyperbolic. The main computation for this theorem is done 
in section 1.9.3. 
1.2 Complex spaces 
A complex manifold Ζ is a connected paracompact topological space with a 
covering 
z = \Jvt 
by open sets, and homeomorphisms φ,: Ut —• V„ each mapping an open set Ut 
of C n to V„ such that 
Φ;1 » φ
τ
·. Φ:
1
 (κ η Vj) -+ Φ;1 (ν, η v3) 
is biholomorphic for all i,j. The pair (
 г
,ф
г
), or simply ф
г
, is called a chart. 
The collection of all charts is called an atlas. 
Let Z, Z' be two complex manifolds, with atlases {ф,}, {ф'
г
}. A map 
ƒ : Ζ -• Ζ' 
is called holomorphic if 
φ' o f ο φ 
11 
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is holomorphic for all charts φ, φ'. 
A closed complex subspace X of Ζ is a connected closed subset which can 
be locally defined by a finite number of analytic equations. A complex space X 
is a set that is so imbedded in some complex manifold Z. Note that X is not in 
general a manifold. It decomposes into the open subset XTeg of regular points, 
and the complex space XB>n of singular points. We shall often use the word 
variety as a synonym for complex space. 
Resolut ion of singularities. An important tool to deal with singular spaces 
is the resolution of singularities of Hironaka [Hi 64]. We will describe the first 
step of a so called 'blowing-up' process, by which an analytic map can be lifted 
to a map into a space which is less singular. See also [Mu 76] for the case 
when X is a curve. 
Let X С Ζ Ъе a complex space with singularities and let ƒ : G -> X be 
a holomorphic map mapping an open set G of С to X. We describe how to 
construct locally a complex space X over X and a lift ƒ : G -> X of ƒ. 
Let φ: U —¥ V be a chart of Z, with U С С™ an open set containing 0. 
Assume that X is regular singular at ф(0) and that the chart is chosen such 
that the singular locus is given in U by 
χ* = . . . = x
n
 = 0. 
We denote this singular locus by 5 С φ'1 (X). Let U' С (U - S) χ Ρ " - ' be the 
set 
U' = {(x,(xk:...:xn))\xeU-S} 
and let Ü be its Zariski closure. We take this as a chart of X, and the projection 
to the first coordinate composed with φ gives the map to X. Let e = ez be the 
minimal order of vanishing of the functions (ф-1 о ƒ ) * , . . . , ( 0 - 1 о ƒ)„ in ζ. 
Then ƒ is defined by 
(*" WW. ((φ-4Μζ):... : (¿"WM*))) if f (z) t S, 
(¿"WW, ((*-W)ie)(*): • · · : (¿-W)Le)(*))) if f(z) С S. 
Thus we can extend ƒ to the regular points of Х
В1П. By repetition of this 
process we can then extend ƒ further to the singularities of XB\n. If X is alge­
braic, this process ends after a finite number of steps, and we obtain a regular 
map ƒ ' : G —* X' into a regular complex space X', the desingvlarization of X. 
1.3 Vector bundles 
Let X be a topological space. A complex vector bundle over X is a topological 
space E with a continuous map π:Ε—*Χ such that every fiber 
ƒ(*) = 
Ε
χ
=π-
ι(χ) 
1.3. VECTOR BUNDLES 13 
has the structure of a complex vector space, and for every χ € X there exist an 
open neighbourhood U of χ and a homeomorphism 
¿ : t f x C n - n r - 1 ( l / ) 
for some n, such that π ο φ is the projection on U and φ is linear in the second 
argument. Furthermore, addition and scalar multiplication are required to be 
continuous. 
A section s is a continuous map X —> E such that 
π о s = idx. 
in particular, we have the zero section 0:X-*E mapping each χ to the zero 
element of E
x
. 
If E (and hence X) is a complex space we assume that all maps involved 
(addition, scalar multiplication, zero section) are holomorphic. 
The tangent bundle. An example of a vector bundle is the tangent bun­
dle TZ of Z. It is most natural to define a tangent vector at a point as (the 
equivalence class of) a curve passing through the point. However, this definition 
does not make clear that the whole collection of tangent spaces has a structure 
of a manifold, and the following is intended to clarify this fact. See [BJ 82] for 
an extensive account. 
Let G be open in C n and let ƒ:(?—> C m be a holomorphic map. Let χ be a 
point of G. The tangent map Df(x) is a linear map from C " to C m . Its matrix 
fa
 tSL· ÊL· 
Df(x) {*). 
UU ... *JM.) dz\ 
Let Ζ be Ά complex manifold of dimension n. Let 
φ: U -¥ V and φ': U' -* V' 
be charts. We define the map 
Тф-іофг.ф'-
1
^ Π V') x C " 4 ф~\ Π V') χ c n 
by 
Т
ф
-г
оф
.:(и, ) * ( ¿ - W ( u ) , ß ( < T W ) ( t i ) t ; ) . 
Definition 1.3.1 
The tangent bundle Τ Ζ is the union of the U χ С", glued together by the 
maps Тф-і0фі, with charts 
(ихСп,Тф) 
where Τ φ is the canonical quotient map. 
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It follows from the chain rule of differentiation that the charts are indeed home-
omorphisms. Τ Ζ becomes a complex space by defining that Τφ be holomorphic. 
We get a map π: TZ —• Ζ defined locally on U χ С " as projection on the first 
coordinate composed with φ. The fiber over ζ is denoted TZZ. 
The importance of the tangent bundle lies in the fact that every curve 
7: [o,i]-+ z 
lifts to a map 7': [0,1] —> Τ Ζ which is locally defined by 
Conversely, for every tangent vector (u,v) in U x С there exists a curve 7 
with 7(io) — u and 7'(*o) = (u,u). Thus every tangent vector is represented by 
a curve. 
Let f-.Z—ïZ'bea holomorphic map. We define the tangent map 
df:TZ-)TZ' 
locally, for charts φ, φ' of Ζ and Ζ'', by 
df:(u,v) ι-» {φ'-ιοίοφ{η),Ό{φ'-ιοίοφ){υ)ν) . 
By the chain rule of differentiation, this is well defined. Note that this map 
maps fibers into fibers, df{TzZ) С T¡ZZ', and that the restriction df(z) of df 
to the fiber over ζ is linear. 
1.4 Length functions and distance 
Let Ζ be a complex manifold and let E be a complex vector bundle over Z. A 
length function on £ is a function 
Η: E —> R>o 
into the real numbers > 0 satisfying: 
LF 1. H(v) = 0 if and only if ν = 0. 
LF 2. For all complex numbers с e С, we have 
H(cv) = \c\H(v). 
LF 3. Η is continuous. 
We shall also need the notion of a semi length function. This is a func­
tion H:E-* R>o that satisfies LF 2 and 3 but not necessarily LF 1. 
A distance d is a symmetric function 
(x,y) >^d(x,y) 
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such that d(x, y) > 0, d(x, y) = 0 if and only if χ = j / , and d satisfies the triangle 
inequality. A semi distance is a symmetric function d(x, y) that is nonnegative 
and satisfies the triangle inequality. 
These two notions are connected in the following way. By a length function Η 
on a manifold Ζ we mean a length function on the tangent bundle TZ of Z. 
Then the length of a C 1 curve 7: [a, b] -> Ζ is defined as 
L„(j)= f H(7'(t))dt. 
Ja 
We define the distance function associated with H as 
d(x,y) =MLH(l), 
•y 
where the infimum is taken over all C 1 curves 7 joining χ and y. The thing to 
be checked is that d(x, y) = 0 implies χ = y, and we refer to [La 87] page 5, for 
a proof. 
Let ƒ : Y -¥ Ζ be a holomorphic map between two complex manifolds Y and Ζ 
with a length function Hz on Z. Then ƒ induces the tangent map 
df(y):T
v
Y->TfyZ, 
and we define the pullback of the length function of Ζ by 
f*Hz(v) = Hz(df(y)v) for ν e TyY. 
If we are also given a length function Ηγ on Y we can define the norm ofdf(y) 
with respect to Ηγ and Hz by 
\df(y)\ = sup ^ f ^ for ν e TyY,ν φ 0. 
For a complex space X the difficulty arises that around a singular point TX 
is not defined. If X is embedded as a subspace of a manifold Ζ we can work 
with TZ instead. 
The Kobayashi semi distance. We let D denote the unit disc. The iden­
tity id: D —¥ D is a chart and gives us a representation D χ С of T D . We define 
two length functions on TD. The euclidean norm | ( z ,u) |
e u c
 on T Z D is defined 
by |υ | . The hyperbolic norm is defined by 
M 
| ( z , t t ) | h y p = ! _ U | 2 · 
It is a basic and important fact that this norm is biholomorphic invariant. This 
fact is subsumed in the following proposition. 
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Propos i t ion 1.4.1 (Schwarz-Pick lemma) 
Let 
/ : D - + D 
be a holomorphic map of the disc into itself. Then 
i-\f(z)\*-i-\zr 
Moreover, we have equality for one ζ (and then for all z) if and only if ƒ is 
ал automorphism 
.„ ζ — α 
1 — αζ 
of the disc. 
The proof of this is well known. We refer to [La 87] page 13. Another way of 
formulating the proposition is that a map ƒ : D -> D is distance decreasing for 
the hyperbolic norm, or that df has norm less than or equal 1. 
The hyperbolic distance dh y p between two points of D is defined as the infi-
mum of the lengths of all paths joining these points. In fact, the geodesies are 
the circles perpendicular to the boundary of D. The distance between 0 and a 
point ζ G D is given by 
4yP(0,z) = ilogl±M. 
The distance between two arbitrary points can be reduced to this case by map­
ping one point to 0 by an automorphism. 
Let AT be a complex space. Let x, y € X. A Kobayashi chain from χ to y is 
a sequence of holomorphic maps 
/ , : D -> X, i = l,...,m 
and points p„qt G D such that /i(pi) = х,/т(Ят) = У, and 
Шг) =/i+l(P.+l)· 
In applications it is often convenient to choose p¿ = 0. By Proposition 1.4.1, 
this is no restriction. The length of such a chain is 
m 
£( Ш ) =13«ftiyp(Pi.9i)· 
t = l 
If X is connected any two points can be connected by a Kobayashi chain. We 
refer to [La 87], page 15, for a proof of this fact. 
The Kobayashi semi distance between two points χ and y is defined by 
dx(x,y) = dKobix(x,y) = inf £({ƒ,}) 
where the infimum is taken over all chains joining χ and y. Note that do 
coincides with dh y p . In fact, we can characterize άχ as the largest semi distance 
coinciding with dhyp on D for which every holomorphic map from a complex 
space X to a complex space Y is semi distance decreasing. 
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Royden's semi length function. The above way of introducing the Koba-
yashi semi distance is the most natural one. But in the previous section we 
have seen how a length function on the tangent bundle determines a distance. 
It is also possible in this case to define a semi length function on TX with 
which the Kobayashi distance is associated. This is the Royden semi length 
function [Ro 71, Ro 74]. 
Let X be a. complex space. Let ι € X and ν e TXX. Royden's semi length 
function is defined as 
Н
х
{ ) = М± 
where the infimum is taken over all values 1/Л for which there is a func­
tion ƒ: D ->• X with /(0) = χ and /'(0) = Rv. We refer the reader to [La 87], 
Chapter IV, page 88, for a discussion of this function, and its connection with 
the Kobayashi semi distance. 
1.5 Kobayashi hyperbolicity 
On every complex space X we have defined the Kobayashi semi distance. Using 
Proposition 1.4.1 it is not difficult to show that the Kobayashi semi distance 
on the disc coincides with the hyperbolic distance. In particular the Kobayashi 
semi distance is a distance. In general we define 
Definition 1.5.1 
A complex space X is Kobayashi hyperbolic if the Kobayashi semi dis­
tance άχ on X is a distance. 
Example 1. We have seen that D is Kobayashi hyperbolic. More generally, 
every simply connected domain in С which is not all of С is Kobayashi hyper­
bolic. 
Example 2. The universal covering space of С — {0,1} is the disc. From this 
it follows that С — {0,1} is hyperbolic. In fact, the Kobayashi distance between 
two points in С — {0,1} is the minimum of the distances between the preimages 
in the disc of the points. Here follows a proof of this fact. 
Let j : D -¥ С — {0,1} be the universal covering (j can be constructed using 
the so called j-invariant of elliptic curves but we will not need this fact.) Let x, у 
be two points of С — {0,1}. Choose a lift χ of χ and let у be the point above у 
such that с1т>(х,у) is minimal. The map j itself is a chain from χ to y, so we 
find 
dc-{o,i}(x,y) <do(i,y)-
On the other hand, let ƒ<: D —• С — {0,1} be a chain connecting χ and y. The 
chain {ƒ,} lifts uniquely to a chain {/j} connecting i with a lift y' of y. Thus 
¿ ( Ш ) = Wi}) > do(i,y') > dD{i,y). 
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We get the same lower bound for dc_^0¡i^(x,y) taking the infimum over all 
chains. Thus we see that ас-{о,і}(х>у) = <fo(x,j/)-
Example 3. We compute the Kobayashi distance between 0 and 1 in C. 
For R > 1 the map ƒ : D - • С 
ƒ : ζ i-> Rz 
is a Kobayashi chain with /(0) = 0 and f(l/R) = 1. Thus we find that the 
Kobayashi distance between 0 and 1 is at most do(0,1/R). By letting R go to 
infinity we find that the distance between 0 and 1 vanishes. In the same way 
we can show that 
dc(x,y)=0 forallx.i/. 
Thus С is not Kobayashi hyperbolic. 
From this it follows that every space X which admits a nonconstant holomor-
phic map ƒ : С -У X is not Kobayashi hyperbolic. For example, the exponential 
map shows that С* = С — {0} is not hyperbolic. The converse of this is not 
true as the following example shows (see [Br 78]). 
Example 4. Let X be the following space 
X = {(x,y) e C 2 : | x j / | < l , |x | < 1, and \y\ < 1 if χ = 0} . 
Let ƒ : С —¥ X be a holomorphic map. We will show that ƒ is constant. By 
projecting onto the first coordinate we get a holomorphic map С —• D. Hence 
the first coordinate of ƒ is constant, say x. But then the second coordinate 
of ƒ maps С to a disc of radius l/ |x | if χ Φ 0 or radius 1 if χ = 0. Hence ƒ is 
constant. 
On the other hand, the Kobayashi semi distance between the points (0,0) 
and (0,1/2) vanishes. The three maps 
fi:zt->(z,0), 
f2:z^(R-l,Rz), 
/з:гн>(г,1/2), 
with points pi = 0, qi = R~l, рг = 0, ςτ2 = (2Д) _ 1 , Рз = R~l, Яз = 0, give а 
Kobayashi chain between these two points. The length of the chain is 
2dO(0,R-1) + dD(0,(2R)-1) 
and by taking R large this can be made arbitrarily small. Thus X is not Koba­
yashi hyperbolic. 
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1.6 Brody hyperbolicity 
A complex space X is Brody hyperbolic if every holomorphic map С -> X is 
constant. We have already seen (Example 4 of the previous section) that this is a 
weaker condition than Kobayashi hyperbolicity. It is a theorem of Brody [Br 78] 
that for compact X the two notions coincide. 
Theorem 1.6.1 
Let X be a relatively compact subset of a complex space Y. Let X be the 
closure of X in Y. If X is Brody hyperbolic in Y there exists an open 
neighborhood of X in Y which is Kobayashi hyperbolic. 
We will not prove this theorem here. The reader is referred to [Br 78] or [La 87], 
page 68 for a proof. The following is a consequence of Brody's theorem. 
Theorem 1.6.2 
Let π: X —> Y be a proper covering of complex spaces. If for some y 6 Y 
the fìber π - 1 (y) is hyperbolic then there exists a neighborhood U С Y of y 
such that 7T-1(u) is hyperbolic for all и G U. 
In the next section we will see that this theorem does not hold for noncompact 
fibers. 
1.7 A conjecture of Kobayashi 
For simplicity we will write P m for P m ( C ) , complex projective space of dimen­
sion τη. If y = (yo,... ,f
n
) is an (n + l)-tuple and I = (Io, • • • ,I
n
) then i J denotes 
the product y¿° . . . r £ . 
We let Y = Yn,d be the coefficient space of homogeneous polynomials in n + 1 
variables and degree d, up to scalar multiples. Thus Y is PN, complex projective 
space of dimension 
N = N(n,d)=(n+ddyi. 
A point 
У = (Уі)і (i = (Io, • • .,/„), h > 0, Σ /„ = d) 
of Y corresponds to the polynomial 
ι 
We let X = X
n
,d be the space of complements in P n of hypersurfaces of 
degree d, parametrised by V. Thus X is the subspace of Κ χ P n of points (y¡, χ) 
that satisfy the inequality 
Συιχ'φο. 
I 
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The projection π:Χ —¥ Y onto the first coordinate makes X into a fiber 
space over Y, and the fiber Xy over the point y Ε Y has the structure 
Xy = P" - {(x0:... : xn) : £ yix' = θ} , 
the complement in P n of a hypersurface of degree d. 
Conjecture 1.7.1 (Kobayashi) 
For d > 2n + 1 the generic fiber of X over Y is Brody hyperbolic. Here 
'generic' means 'for all fibers Xy over Y except for y contained in some 
algebraic subvariety of Y'. 
We have seen that there are two types of hyperbolicity. A complex space 
is called Kobayashi hyperbolic if the Kobayashi semi distance in the space is 
a distance. A complex space X is called Brody hyperbolic if every holomor-
phic map С —• X is constant. In the following, when we say a space is not 
hyperbolic (nonhyperbolic) we will always mean that it is not Brody hyperbolic 
(which is stronger than not Kobayashi hyperbolic), and we will always exhibit 
a nonconstant map from С into that space. 
1.8 One big coordinate 
Let X and Y be the spaces of the previous section. Let ƒ : С —> Xy be a map 
given by f(z) = (f0(z):... : f„(z)) with holomorphic ƒ, without common zero. 
In this section we will give a condition on ƒ that implies that ƒ is constant. 
Write T, for Τ/,, the Nevanlinna height of ƒ,. See Chapter 2, Definition 2.2.1 
for a definition of this function and of the function m ƒ that we will use further 
on. We will consider the polynomial associated with y as a polynomial in xo, 
and we write 
d 
p(x0,...,xn) =ΣνιχΙ = Σ°ά-,χ0' 
t = 0 
for forms Cd_, in i i , . . . , i „ of degree d—i. Let Δ ( χ ι , . . . , x
n
) be the discriminant 
of ρ in x 0. 
We need the following theorem of Steinmetz. 
Theorem 1.8.1 
Let H(z,w) = w4 + Cq-i(z)w4~1 + · • · + CQ(Z) be a polynomial in w with 
holomorphic coefficients. Let g be holomorphic such that T
c
 = o(Tg) for all 
coefficients c = c, of H. Then 
mg(r,oo)+mH{Zig){r,0) < (2 + e)Tg(r) 
for all ε > 0. 
This theorem is an extension of the second main theorem of Nevanlinna theory 
to the case of small functions. The reader is referred to [St 86] for a proof. We 
use it to prove the following weak version of Kobayashi's conjecture. 
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Theorem 1.8.2 
Let the coordinates of f be such that for г > 1 we have T,(r) = o(7o(r)). 
Assume that A(fi,..., ƒ„) does not vanish identically. Then d < 2. 
Proof. The coefficients Cd_t( Д , . . . ,ƒ„) areo(7o(r)). By the theorem of Stein-
metz 
m / o ( r , oo )+m p ( / ) ( r , 0 ) < (2 + e)T0(r). 
Since /o is holomorphic, m/0 (r, oo) vanishes. Furthermore, p(ƒ) has no zeros, 
since ƒ maps to the complement of the zeroset of p. Hence 
mp ( / )(r ,0) = Tp{f)(r) = dT0(r) + o(T0(r)). 
Substituting this we see that d < 2. 
1.9 Families of nonhyperbolic spaces 
In this section we will compare the situation of Brody's theorem 1.6.2 with the 
covering X -> Y of section 1.7. We will construct algebraic subvarieties В 
of Y and a Zariski-open subset U of В such that π - 1 (u) is nonhyperbolic for 
all и G U, whereas π - 1 (6) is hyperbolic for some b e В - U. In particular, 
we will construct В such that some fiber is the complement in P n ( C ) of d 
hyperplanes in general position, which is known to be hyperbolic for d > 2n + 1 
(Fujimoto [Fuj 72] and Green [Gr 72]). More generally, Babets, Eremenko and 
Sodin proved that the complement of 2n + 1 hypersurfaces in general position is 
Kobayashi hyperbolic (see M. Ru [Ru 93] and the references given there). The 
existence of В shows that the analogue of Brody's theorem above is not true for 
coverings that are not proper. 
1.9.1 The two-dimensional case 
We first deal with the case η = 2. A hypersurface in P 2 is a curve, possibly 
singular and reducible. The next lemma tells us when a curve is not hyperbolic. 
See also No. 10, page 322, of Green's paper [Gr 75]. 
Lemma 1.9.1 
Let С be a nonsingulai curve of genus д and let 
P={P
u
...,P
m
} 
be a subset of С consisting of m points. Then С — Ρ is not hyperbolic if 
and only if 2g + m < 2, i.e. С — Ρ is not hyperbolic in the following cases 
g = 0, πι = 0, 1, 2 and 
3 = 1, m = 0, 
and otherwise С — Ρ is (Kobayashi) hyperbolic. 
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Proof. This follows directly from a theorem of Chem about the deficien­
cies of a holomorphic map into a Riemann surface of arbitrary genus. See 
Chern [Ch 60] or Fuchs [Fu 67], last page, and the discussion on page 40 of 
Lang-Cherry [LC 80]. 
Lemma 1.9.2 
Let С be a curve, possibly with singularities. Let φ-.C' —• С be a desin-
gularization, and let д be the genus of C'. Let Ρ be a subset of С and 
let m = φψ~1(Ρ). Then the conclusion of Lemma 1.9.1 holds as well. 
Proof. Every analytic map ƒ : С -* С factors through φ, 
f = V°f' 
for an analytic map ƒ ' : С —• С". Now apply the previous lemma. 
R e m a r k . If С has genus 0 and Ρ contains singular points of С, С — Ρ 
may be hyperbolic even if Ρ contains only one or two points. This happens 
when С has two or more different tangents at a point of P. For example, the 
curve y2 = x3 + x2 becomes hyperbolic when (0,0) and the point at infinity are 
removed. 
We will now take for С a curve in P 2 , of genus д. An effective divisor in P 2 
cuts out an effective divisor of C. By Bezout's theorem this divisor on С is 
not empty. By the lemma, the complement of this divisor in С is hyperbolic 
unless 5 = 0 and the intersection contains at most two points. 
Theorem 1.9.1 
Let С be a genus zero curve in P 2 . Let В bea complex space parametrizing 
a family of effective divisors D in P 2 such that С HD consists of at most 
two points of C, counted with multipUcity. Then P 2 — D is nonhyperbolic 
for every divisor D in the family. 
Proof. There is a family of rational nonconstant maps fo' C* -> C, omitting 
the intersection CC\D. Thus fo is a map C* -> P 2 — D . As C* is nonhyperbolic, 
it follows that P 2 — D is nonhyperbolic. 
Application. We take for С the curve I2 = 0 in P 2 . Further we take D in 
the family of hypersurfaces given by 
p(X0,Xl,X2)X2+CXÔxl = °> 
where ρ is homogenous of degree d — 1, and a + b = d, a, b> 0. If с ^ 0, CC\D 
consists of two points (1:0:0) and (0:1:0), hence P 2 — D is nonhyperbolic, and 
2 ^ ( ^ : 1 : 0 ) ( C * - > P 2 ) 
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is the corresponding map omitting every D in the family. 
More precisely, let Ζ be the subspace of Y24 given by the equations 
!/(μ,*,ο) = 0 (all {μ,и) φ (a,b)). 
Then the fibers of X over Ζ have the above structure. As Ζ is given by d 
independent equations, it has codimension d in Y. 
Instead of the coordinate hyperplane 12 = 0 we could take any hyper-
plane / 2 = 0 for C7, where I2 is a linear form. Then instead of intersecting С with 
the coordinate hyperplanes we could take any two hyperplanes ίο = 0, /ι = 0. 
This gives a family of hypersurfaces parametrised by a variety Βχ of codimension 
max{d—4,0} in Y, for which the generic fiber is nonhyperbolic. See section 1.9.3 
for the calculations and the corresponding map. 
This is the first step in an induction argument in the next section where we 
will construct subvarieties of Y„¿ over which the generic fiber is nonhyperbolic. 
Remark 1. Some fibers over Bi have the structure 
P 2 — {d hyperplanes m general position), 
namely those for which с = 0 and ρ χ-ι factorizes in linear factors in general posi­
tion. Hence some fibers over Bi are hyperbolic for d > 5. See also Zaidenberg's 
paper [Za 89] for hyperbolic fibers with smooth boundary. 
Remark 2. For d < 4 we find B^ — Y24· Hence the complement of a de­
gree four (or less) hypersurface in P 2 is generically nonhyperbolic. See also 
Green [Gr 75], No. 6, page 320, for the stronger statement that every comple­
ment of a degree < 4 hypersurface in P 2 is nonhyperbolic. 
Remark 3. For d > 5, Bi is a proper subvariety of Y¿,d so the generic fiber 
over Yi,d could be hyperbolic even if the generic fiber over B2 is nonhyperbolic. 
See also the paper of M. G. Zaidenberg, [Za 89], where he proves that the general 
complement of degree 5 is hyperbolic. 
1.9.2 The higher dimensional case 
For hypersurfaces in Ρ " , η > 2, there is no nice classification of hyperbolic 
varieties as in Lemma 1.9.1. Hence the following theorem seems to be of little 
value and it is only by reduction to lower dimensional cases that we can get 
nontrivial conclusions from it. 
Theorem 1.9.2 
Let С bea hypersurface in P n . Let В bea variety parametrizing a family of 
effective divisors D in P n such that С C\D is nonhyperbolic. Then P " - D 
is nonhyperboUc for every D in the family. 
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Proof. This is obvious since there axe nonconstant maps fo'C -> С — D 
and С - D is imbedded in P " - D. 
Application. We continue the discussion of the previous section. Fix d, the 
degree. First consider the case η = 3. Take for С the hyperplane I3 = 0 in Ρ 3 , 
and take D in the family of hypersurfaces given by 
Рз(хо, xi, X2, хз)хз + (polynomial of the previous section) = 0, 
where рз is homogeneous of degree d— 1. The hyperplane С is isomorphic to P 2 , 
and С — D is the complement in С of a divisor of the form 
P2{X0,X 1,12)12 +ΡΐΧ%Χχ = 0. 
Hence we see that С — D is generically nonhyperbolic and by Theorem 1.9.2 we 
find that P 3 - D is generically nonhyperbolic. 
For general dimension η we take for С the hyperplane x„ = 0 and for D a 
hypersurface in the family 
P
n
x
n
 + 1- P3X3 + P2X2 + Pixôxi = °. 
where p¿ = Pi(xo, · · • ,Xi) is homogenous of degree d — 1 for i > 2 and p\ is 
constant. The hyperplane С is isomorphic to P n _ 1 and D cuts out the divisor 
p
n
_ix
n
_i + · · · + P2X2 + Pixôxi = 0 
of C. Hence we are reduced to the η — 1 dimensional case, and we find 
that P " - D is nonhyperbolic for pi φ 0. 
z f + ( z : l : 0 : . . . : 0 ) (C* -• P n ) 
is a nonconstant map omitting D. 
More precisely let X
a
 be the set of indices 
I
a
 = ¡I = (/„,...,ƒ„): ¿ ƒ„> Oor I = (a,0,0,...,0)1, 
with α + δ = d, and let Z
n
 be the subspace of Y
n
,d given by the equations 
УІ=0 (I ¿la)-
Then the fibers of Xn,d over Zn have the above structure. Since Zn is given 
by d equations, it has codimension d in Y. 
Instead of the coordinate hyperplanes x„ = 0 , . . . , xo = 0 we could take any 
set of hyperplanes /„ = 0 , . . . , /0 = 0. This gives a subvariety B„ of Y over 
which the generic fiber is nonhyperbolic. 
Theorem 1.9.3 
The codimension of Bn in Y is max{d — 2n, 0}. 
We postpone the calculation of this codimension to the next section 1.9.3, where 
we will also give the corresponding maps C* -> P n into the fibers over Bn. 
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From the above discussion we get two corollaries. First we generalize Re-
mark 2. 
Corollary 1.9.1 
The generic bypersurface oí degree d, d < 2n, in Ρ " has nonbyperbotic 
complement. 
Proof. For d < 2n the projective variety B„ has full dimension in the irre­
ducible space Y
n
,d- Hence B„ = Yn¿ and the generic fiber over Y„td is nonhyper-
bolic. See Zaidenberg [Za 87] for another, but similar proof for the case d = 2n. 
It is an open question whether all fibers over Yn¡d are nonhyperbolic. But it 
does follow that no fiber is hyperbolically imbedded in P". 
Corollary 1.9.2 
Hyperbolicity is not an open condition for families of noncompact quasipro-
jective varieties. 
Proof. Some fibers over B„ have the structure 
P " — {d hyperplanes in general position} . 
For d > 2r» + 1 these are hyperbolic, but the generic fiber over Bn is nonhyper-
bolic. 
Remark. Finally we remark that the conjecture of the introduction could still 
hold true since for d > 2n + 1 the variety Bn is a proper subvariety of Yn,d-
1.9.3 The codimension of Bn 
In this section we will complete the calculations of the previous two sections. 
We will start by giving a precise definition of Bn. Let α + b = d, let Ia be the 
set of indices defined in section 1.9.2 and let Z
n
 be the subspace of Y
n
,d defined 
in section 1.9.2. Then Z
n
 has codimension d in Y
n
,d and dimension N — d. 
Let G„ = P G L
n
( C ) , the group of projective transformations. An element s 
of G η is represented by an (n + 1) χ (η + 1) matrix which we denote by 
< ; ) • 
where »¿ = (s¿0 ) . . ·, Sj„). There is a natural Gn-action on Z„ as follows. Let 
Si(x) = Si0Xo Η l· SinXn 
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be the linear form associated with the t-th row of s. For an element ζ of Z„ we 
define sz G Y by the equation 
5>z),x'=^>S'. 
I I 
Now we have a description of B„ precise enough for our purpose. 
Definition 1.9.1 
Let 
B
n
 = B
n>dta = GnZn 
be the orbit space of Z
n
 under G
n
. 
Remark. This description also enables us to give the map 
C* -¥ (fiber over B
n
) 
explicitly. It is given by 
t H i " 1 
1 
0 
( 
mapping C* into the fiber over the point sz for ζ G Z
n
. 
We get a surjective map 
f:G
n
 x Z
n
 —> B
n
. 
Let us denote the codimension of B
n
 in Y
n
,d by 8. The dimension of B
n 
equals Ν — δ, that of G„ equals (n + 1) — 1. Let the generic fiber of ƒ be к di­
mensional. Using 
dimi?
n
 + dim(generic fiber of ƒ) = dimG„ χ Z„, 
we get δ = d + к + 1 - (η + Ι ) 2 . 
We will calculate δ by calculating k. We do this by first 'deprojectivizing' 
the map ƒ, to obtain a map g, and then calculate the dimension of the tangent 
space of the generic fiber of g. 
Let V„ be the vectorspace spanned by the symbols x1, I G Ι
α
· Thus we 
have Z
n
 = Р(У„). Note also the deprojectivization 
G L „ + 1 ( C ) -• P G L n ( C ) , 
with one dimensional fiber. Consider the following diagram. 
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C x C С 
t t 
c
? . G L
n + 1 χ Vn -3-~ GL n + 1 V„ 
C* — - G
n
 χ Z
n
 —J-+ B
n 
(The dotted arrows do not denote actual maps, but indicate the dimension of 
the fibers of the vertical lower maps and of ƒ and g). The reader can easily 
verify by counting dimensions that the dimension of the generic fiber of g (the 
question mark) equals к + 1. 
Let ρ = 52
z
 pix1 be a point of V
n
. An element of the tangent space of V
n 
at ρ is represented by a line 
t >-y ρ + et = >J (pi + cjt) x1 
x. 
in V„ through p, for N + 1 — d complex numbers cj, I Ç. Ia. 
Similarly, for s e Mat n + 1 (С) the line 
11-> e + st 
represents an element of the tangent space at the identity e of G L
n + [ . 
For convenience of notation we write [μ] = (δμο, • -. ,Sßn), (St] = Kronecker 
delta), and we use componentwise addition on the indices I. We again write 5, 
for the linear forms associated with s. Then the action of e + st on χ1 is given 
by 
(e + st) x1 = {x0 + S0t)10 •••(*„+ Snt)In 
= χ
1
 + ίΣΐμ3μχ'-Μ + 0(ί2) 
μ=0 
= x' + tJ2 /„»„„x'-M+M + Oít2), 
μ,ι/=0 
hence the action of e + st on ρ + et is given by 
(e + st)(p + ct) = 
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= Σ fr"+c') \xI+t Σ w * / _ M + H ) +o(t2) 
= ρ + ί Σ ( с / * ' + Ρ / Σ W * / ~ M + M ) +0(ί 2). (1.1) 
We put сj and ρ/ equal to 0 for I & I
a
. Up to 0(t2) the point 
(e + st,p + ct) 
lies in the fiber of g over ρ if and only if the coefficient of t in (1.1) vanishes. 
Writing out this coefficient in coordinates we get the equations 
c
r
 + ΣP'+M-M (Iß + 1~ Sßv) 8ч» = ° i3·11 Л· 
μ," 
Note that we also get nontrivial equations for I not in 2„. The rest of this 
section is devoted to a study of this system of equations. We will see that they 
are not independent for d > 2n. 
In the first place we see that the c/'s are completely determined once the sß„'s 
are chosen. These in turn are restricted by the equations for I £ Ia. We write 
out these equations, using a shorthand (k, I) for the index (k, 1,0,..., 0). 
η 
μ=2 
(for к = 0, . . . ,α - 2, α + 2, . . . ,d), 
η 
aP(a,b)Soi + ΣΡ(*- ι .« ί-*)+Μν> + P ( M - i - t ) + H s / * i = ° 
(for ib = α - 1), 
η 
Ьр(о,ь)*ю + Σ ^ - Μ - Λ Η Μ ν » +P(M-i-*)+MsMi = ° 
μ=2 
(forJfc = a + l). 
If α, 6 and Р(
а
,ь) do not vanish the last two equations determine «oi and «ю in 
terms of the other eM„'s (μ = 2, . . . ,n, i/ = 0,1). We are left with the system 
of d — 2 equations in 2n — 2 unknowns (1.2). 
In general, if d > 2n there are enough equations so that the sßV's are com-
pletely determined {v = 0,1, μ = 2, . . . , η), and if d < 2n then d — 2 of the sM„'s 
will be determined by the 2n — d others. This is also generically true for this 
particular system of equations. To show this it suffices to give one choice for 
the coefficients p¡ that maximally determines the «^„'s. We take the following 
choice for the pf. 
_ ƒ 0 (k odd) 
Р ( М - * - і ) + И - { δ ( Ä e v e n ) 
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(for 0 < к < min{a - 2,2n - 4}), 
(1.3) 
_ Í 0 (I odd) 
~~ 1 гд("-<, Ρ ϊ - - ι - ι Λ + Μ - \ ¿д ( п_ / / 2 ) {l e v e n ) 
(for 0 < I < min{ò - 2,2n - 4}). 
Solving the above equations with this choice we obtain for a - 2 < 2n - 4 
and b - 2 < 2n - 4, 
S20 = «30 = · · · = S[(o+1)/2]0 = 0, 
«21 = «31 = · · · = S[(o+2)/2]l = 0, (1 .4) 
s n0 = S(n-1)0 = · · • = S(n-[(6-2)/2])0 = 0, 
«ni = S ( n - l ) l = · · • = S(n-[(6-3)/2])l = 0. 
Hence we find that 
[(a + l)/2] - 1 + [(a + 2)/2] - 1 + [{b - 2)/2] + 1 + [(b - 3)/2] + 1, 
that is d — 2, of the sßV (μ > 2, ν < 1) are determined if there is no overlap, 
and otherwise d — 2 > 2n — 4 and all sßV (μ > 2, ν < 1) are determined. Also 
for 
a - 2 > 2 n - 4 or 6 - 2 > 2 n - 4 
all sßtf (μ > 2, ν < 1) are determined. 
Summarizing we find that min{cf, 2n} of the sßV are determined whereas the 
other (n +1) 2 — min{d, 2n} are free. Then the c/'s are determined. Hence к + 1 , 
the dimension of the generic fiber of g, is equal to (n + l ) 2 — min{d, 2n) and ¿, 
the codimension of Bn in Knid, is equal to max{0, d — 2n}. This completes the 
discussion of the previous two sections. 
1.10 Lines in the complement 
In this section we will, following Zaidenberg [Za 87], investigate the set 
Цу) = C(y;n,d) 
of lines contained in the fiber Xy of X over a point у of Bn. Here the meaning 
of 'line' is linear image of C*. We will also consider the sets 
C{y;a) =C(y,n,d,a) 
of lines in Xy that intersect the boundary in two points with intersection mul­
tiplicity a and d — a. 
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The discussion of the previous section immediately gives us good insight into 
the structure of C(y; a). Recall the map 
f:G
n
xZ
n
-+B
n
. 
Let 
TTQ: G
n
x. Z
n
-* G„ 
be the projection onto the first factor. Let I be the line through 
(1:0: . . . :0) and (0:1:0: . . . :0), 
and let I* be this line without these two points. 
T h e o r e m 1.10.1 
The set C(y; a) is an algebraic variety. 
Proof. The line s - 1/* is contained in X
sz for ζ 6 Zn. If sz = y we find s~
ll* 
contained in Xy. Thus we get all lines in Xy when we take the orbit of I* 
under all s € 7Γσ(/_1(ΐ/))· This set is obviously an algebraic variety, hence so 
i s£(y;a) . 
Corollary 1.10.1 
The set C(y) is an algebraic variety. 
From the last corollary it follows that the variety C(y) decomposes into a 
number of irreducible varieties. There are two natural questions to consider. 
Question 1. How many components does C(y) have? 
Question 2. What is the dimension of £(y)? 
We will first consider the second question. We can completely solve it using 
the methods of the previous section. 
Theorem 1.10.2 
For α > 0 the dimension of C(y;a) is max{2n - d,0}. The dimension 
ofC{y;0) israax{2n-d- 1,0}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume y € Z„. We consider the 
action of 7 T G ( / - 1 ( Î / ) ) on I*. As in the previous section it suffices to work out a 
generic example. We take the polynomial ρ = ΣΡΙΧ1 of the previous section, 
equation (1.3). We also write ρ = (ρ/) for the corresponding point of Y, and 
we consider the action of 7Гс(/_ 1(р)) on I*. 
The set 7 T G ( / _ 1 ( P ) ) contains the unit element e, because ρ e Z
n
. In fact, 
it is a group, but we do not need this. Let д e π σ ( / - 1 ( ρ ) ) be close to e. 
Then Xp contains the line through g~
l
 ( 1:0:... : 0) and g~x (0:1:0: . . . : 0). Up 
to order 0(t2) the element g~l is approximated by (e + st)~ , hence by e — st 
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as well. Here s is a solution of (1.2). Up to 0(t2) we find the line through the 
points 
(1 - soot: Siot: 0 : . . . : 0: -«[(
а
+з)/2]о*: · · •: S{
n
-[b/2])ot: 0: . . . : θ) 
and 
(-Soii: 1 - sut: 0 : . . . : 0: -S[(0 + 4)/2]ií: . . . : -S(n-[(t-i)/2])i t: 0 : . . . : О) 
in Xp. It is clear that this line is different from I if s φ 0. Furthermore we see 
that there are 2n — d coefficients sßV that we can choose freely. This proves the 
theorem. A similar proof works for a = 0. In this case the equations are such 
that one more sß„ is determined. 
Corollary 1.10.2 
It follows that C(y) bas dimension max{2n - d, 0}. 
Next we consider the first question. This is a difficult combinatorie question 
the complete solution of which lies beyond my abilities at the moment. The 
reader is referred to [Za 87] for some remarks about the case η = 3 and d = 6. 
As a first approach to it we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.10.3 
For d <2n the variety C(y) decomposes into at least [^f^] components of 
dimension 2n — d, and one component of dimension one less. 
Proof. The fiber over a point y of Bn¡¿ia contains a line that intersects its 
boundary with multiplicity α and d — a. Because of Corollary 1.9.1 of Sec­
tion 1.9.2 we may assume that y lies in all J?
n
,dia, for a € { l , . . . , [^y^·]}· By 
varying a between 1 and [^ - ] we find [^f^] lines in Xy. From the intersection 
types of these lines with the boundary we see that they are all different. Hence 
the sets C(y;a) form different components of C(y). For a = 0, we get one more 
component £(y; 0) of C(y), of dimension one less. Thus the theorem is proved. 
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Chapter 2 
abc for holomorphic 
functions 
We formulate and prove a function theoretic analogue of the abc conjecture. 
We also make a connection with number theory and point out some similarities 
and differences between number theory and function theory. In the sequel a 
holomorphic or meromorphic function will always be nonconstant and defined 
o n C . 
2.1 Introduction 
Recently there has been a lot of interest in the abc conjecture. In number 
theory the abc conjecture states 
Conjecture 2.1.1 (Masser, Oesterlé [Oe 88]) 
Let τΐο(η) denote for any nonzero integer η the sum of the logarithms of the 
primes dividing n, 
"o(") = $Z log p. 
We call no(n) the radical of n. For rational integers a, b and с we define the 
height by 
h(a:b:c) = ^ l o g m a x ( | a | p , |6 | p, \c\p) + logmax(|a|oo, loi«,, Ici«,), 
ρ 
where | | p is the p-adic absolute value normalized by \p\p = p - 1 , and | |oo is 
the ordinary absolute value on the reals. The abc conjecture says that for 
all ε > 0 there is a constant Κ = Κ (ε) such that for all triples of coprirne 
integers a, b, с with a + b = c, 
h(a: b: c) < (1 + s)n0(a6c) + K. 
33 
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In any global field (i.e. a field with sufficiently many valuations) an abc con­
jecture can be formulated and tested. For example, for the field C ( i ) we have 
the following theorem (see [Ma 84, La 93]). 
T h e o r e m 2.1.1 
Let a, b and с = a + b be relatively prime polynomials over C. Let 
no (abc) = y j 1 
i€C,otc(x)=0 
be the number of different zeros of a, b and c. Then 
max(deg a, deg b, deg c) < no (abc) - 1. 
The importance of the abc conjecture lies in the fact that many interesting 
theorems and conjectures are consequences of it. At the end of this chapter we 
will show how the abc theorem for holomorphic functions implies Fermat's Last 
Theorem and Hall's conjecture for holomorphic functions. We show also how 
a weak form of the second main theorem of Nevanlinna theory follows from it. 
Other consequences of the abc conjecture for numbers are Mordell's conjecture 
(Faltings' theorem), see [El 91] and 'no Siegel zeros', see [GS 94]. 
The key to the translation of the abc conjecture into one for holomorphic 
functions is provided by Nevanlinna theory. An extensive account can be found 
in [Vo 87]. In the next section we present a few basic facts from Nevanlinna 
theory. In Section 2.3 we formulate and prove the abc theorem for H(C), the 
ring of holomorphic functions. It will be interesting to extend the results of this 
chapter to the case of functions on the unit disc. 
Finally we want to emphasize that allthough there are many similarities 
between number theory over Q and over function fields like C(x), there are 
many differences too. The main difficulty for Q (and any numberfield) lies in 
the fact that the infinite valuation is archimedean. This is why Theorem 2.1.1 
is a theorem, whereas we only have a Conjecture 2.1.1 with an extra ε, which is 
known to be necessary. I feel that Nevanlinna theory provides better insight into 
what might be true in number theory. This is because the infinite valuations 
in Nevanlinna theory axe also archimedean. In Section 2.5 we will pursue this 
issue further. 
R e m a r k . In the literature one usually defines the radical as the product of 
the prime factors of abc, hence as the exponential of the above denned radical. 
Also the height is usually the exponential of our definition of the height. I 
think the logarithmic versions of these notions are the more natural ones. In 
fact, the degree of a polynomial and the Nevanlinna characteristic function are 
direct analogues of the logarithmic height, and the number of different zeros of 
a polynomial is the direct analogue of the logarithmic radical. 
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2.2 Nevanlinna theory 
In Nevanlinna theory the order of growth of a meromorphic function is brought 
into correspondence with the number of its zeros (or poles or o-points for any 
point a in P 1 (C)). In this exposition we follow [LC 80]. The key starting lemma 
is the Poisson-Jensen formula. 
Proposition 2.2.1 (Poisson-Jensen) 
Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function, and let 
f(z) = cfze + ---
be the expansion of f around 0, with с f φ 0. Then 
logic/1 = ƒ l o g l / W I ^ - Σ o rd(/ ,a) l 0 g l L 
·
/ Γ
- 0<|a|<r,/(o)=0 ' ' 
+ Σ o r d ( / > °) l o g ы ~e log r-
0<|o|<r,/(o)=oo | a ' 
Неге Г
г
 is the circle of radius г around the origine, traversed in positive 
direction. 
We define the counting functions 
Nfir,0) =
 o < Ç < / r d ( / ' û ) 1 0 S ^ + {^r £>3· 
/ (a)=0 
"/<'.»> = „¿/^'^^R^-elogr (e<S: 
/ (o)=oo 
The idea of Nevanlinna was to split up the integral / r log | / l ^ j m t o 
dz f
 l o g _J£U- í - + / 1о6%/ГТ l/l2 2πϊζ' 
and make the definitions 
f \f\ dz [ l o g - J M i — (e<0), 
mf(r,0) = - log '· ' " + < лЛ+І/(о)Р _ ' 1
 Jr
r
 *JÏ+W2mz I log M (e>0), 
mf (r, oo) = / log VÏÏW^- - \ !°g f ^ ^ J6 * Й' П
 ' h
r
 2πιζ \ log|c/1 (e < 0), 
the proximity functions. Note that the integrals are positive functions of r. 
Hence the proximity functions are bounded from below by a constant. 
After substituting these definitions, the Poisson-Jensen formula gets the fol­
lowing form. 
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Theorem 2.2.1 
We have the equality Nf(r, 0) + mf(r, 0) = Nf (r, oo) + rrif(r, oo). 
The function Nf(r, 0) (resp. Nf(r, oo)) measures in a suitable way the num-
ber of zeros (resp. poles) of/. The function m/(r,0) (resp. m¡{r, oo)) measures 
how close ƒ is to 0 (resp. oo) on large circles. The interpretation of Theo-
rem 2.2.1 is that the total affinity of ƒ with zero (i.e. the number of zeros of ƒ 
plus the closeness of ƒ to zero on large circles), equals the total affinity of ƒ 
with infinity. The next definition gives the measure for this total affinity. 
Definition 2.2.1 
The height or Nevanlinna characteristic function of ƒ is 
r / ( r ) = J V / ( r , 0 ) + m / ( r , 0 ) . 
One can define Nf(r,p) and т/(г,р) for any point ρ of P X ( C ) and their sum 
is again Tj(r), independent of p. We do not need these functions here. 
Remark 1. Compare Tj (r) = N/(r, oo) + m f (r, oo) to 
h(n) = y^max(log|n|p,0) + max^oglnlocO). 
ρ 
Here m f (г, со) corresponds to the term at infinity. Indeed, it is an average over 
the archimedean valuations on the boundary Г
г
. 
Remark 2. Actually Nevanlinna gave the definitions ([Ne 53]) 
1 dz 
""
M )
 = /
Γ
.
1 θ Ε +
ϊ7ίέ ' 
/
dz 
l o g + | / | — 
2πιζ 
Our choice for m/(r,0) and m/(r, oo) was introduced by Ahlfors and Shimizu, 
see [Ah 29, Sh 29]. They differ from Nevanlinna's original choice by a bounded 
function. The advantage of our definition is that many formulas become exact 
equalities. 
L e m m a 2.2.1 
Let f bea nonconstant meromorphic function. Write f = α/b as the quotient 
of two holomorphic functions α and b without common zeros. Then the 
height of ƒ can be computed from 
Tf(r) = ƒ log ν / | α ( ζ ) Ρ + | 6 ( ζ ) | ' ^ - - log у/\а(0)\* + \Ь(0)\*. 
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2πζ2 
Proof. 
Τ J (г) = Nf(r,oo) + mf (Γ,ΟΟ) 
= Nb(r,0)+mf(r,oo) 
= l i o g | 6 ( z ) | i - i o g h i + ¡
τ
 ì o g v ^ R T F — 
f 1 ο 6 ν Ί + | / ( 0 ) | 2 (e>0) 
\ log|c,| (e<0) 
_ y
r
 logvial +|0|
 2 π . ζ | l o g | a ( 0 ) | ( e < 0 ) 
= ƒ log y/W4W^-z - log V|a(0)P+|ò(0)p. 
At first this calculation is only valid for г such that Г
г
 contains no zeros of i>, 
but an easy argument in Lang-Cherry ([LC 80], page 14) shows that it holds 
generally for all r. This completes the proof. 
We are now ready to state the lemma on the logarithmic derivative, which will 
be used in the proof of the abc theorem. The easiest proof of this lemma that I 
know is in [La 87], Chapter VI, Theorem 3.1, page 172. But that version of the 
lemma is weaker than Theorem 6.1 of [LC 80], page 48. The exact statement of 
the version of [LC 80] is 
Let ƒ be a nonconstant meromorphic function such that /(0) / 0, со 
and /'(0) φ 0. Then 
1 If'fOII2 
™f;f{r,oo) < -S(B2TlrPM,r) - 1 ° g ( 1 j | ) ( Q ) ) 2 ) 2 + ! + l o e 3 
for г > ri outside a set of measure < 2bo(ip). 
Here φ is a positive increasing function such that 
,ΟΟ J 
is finite. The numbers τ\ and b\ depend on ƒ. The function S(F,c,ip,r) is 
defined for a positive real number с and positive increasing functions F and φ 
by 
5(F,c, V,r) = log {F(r) VoF(r) ^{crF{r) ^ F ( r ) ) } , 
and B2 = 48 + 81og4. 
For our purpose we take (logu)2 for 4>(u) in this version of the lemma and 
we note that the conditions on ƒ and ƒ' at zero are unnecessary if we apply 
the Poisson-Jensen formula in its general form, with the c/-term. We get the 
following more explicit form of the lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2.2 (Lemma on the logarithmic derivative) 
Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function. Then for г > Τγ > 1 outside 
a set of Lebesgue measure < 2 
m / 7 / ( r , o o ) < log7>(r) + 4 log log 7>(r) + O/(log log r). 
If log Τ/(r) = O(logr) then there is no exceptional set for r. 
Finally we want to define the height of a triple o, 6, с of holomorphic functions 
and of a pair a, b. 
Definition 2.2.2 
For a, 6, с holomorphic such that |a(0) | 2 + |6(0)|2 > 0 we define 
T
abc(r) = f \ogs/\a(z)\4\b(z)\4\c(zW^-z 
- log >/W0)|2+|b(0)|2+|c(0)|2, 
T
ab(r) = Tab0{r). 
Note that T
ab = Ta/b if a and b have no common zero. 
We also define a measure for the ramification of a function outside its zeros, 
poles and 1-points. 
Definition 2.2.3 
For ƒ meromorphic we define 
Rf(r) = Σ Q r d ( / ' , o ) l o g ¿ 
0 < | a | < r ' I 
/ ( a ) / 0 , l . ~ . / ' ( « ) = 0 
Г ord(/',0)logr if/(Ο) ¿Ο,Ι,οο 
^ 0 otherwise, 
the counting function for the ramification. 
2.3 T h e abc t h e o r e m 
The following definition gives the analogue of nQ(n) for integers. 
Definition 2.3.1 
For ƒ holomorphic, let the radical of ƒ be 
Wo( ƒ, r) = Σ log j - + n 0 logi 
0<|x |<r ' ' 
where no = 0 if /(0) φ 0, no = 1 otherwise. 
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Theorem 2.3.1 
Let a, b and с = a + b be bolomorphic without common zeros. Write T(r) 
for T
e : b : c (r) and JV0(r) = N0{abc,r), R(r) = Ra/c(r). Then 
Г(г) < 7V„(r) - R(r) + 2 log 7 » + О (log log T(r)) 
for all r outside a set of finite Lebesgue measure. 
Before we give a proof, we derive a corollary. 
Corollary 2.3.1 (function theoretic abc) 
For с = a + b and T, No and R as above, 
T(r) < ЛГо(г) - R(r) + 21ogJV0(r) + 0(loglog7V0(r)) 
for all τ outside a set of finite Lebesgue measure. 
Proof. By the theorem, 
T(r) < N0{r) - R(r) + 2logΤ{τ) + 0(loglogT(r)) < Ν0{τ) + 1-Τ(τ). 
Hence T(r) < 2ЛГ0(г) for г sufficiently large. Thus 
T(r) < N0(r) - R(r) + 21og^o(r) + O(loglogJV0(r)). 
Remark. This corollary and Theorem 2.3.1 are equivalent. We have called 
the corollary the abc theorem because it gives an inequality for the height in 
terms of the radical. In Theorem 2.3.1 a little computation is needed to derive 
such an inequality. For applications the formulation of the theorem as in the 
corollary is usually the more convenient one to use. In the last section we will 
see that in some sense the formulation as in Theorem 2.3.1 is more fundamental. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Let ƒ = a/c and д = b/c. Then ƒ + д = 1, and by 
differentiating, f' + g' = 0. Thus 
- = L = -Hill = 9'lg ' h 
b g f/f f'/fh' 
where for h we take a holomorphic function having simple zeros where the prod­
uct abc vanishes and no other zeros. Then g'/g • h and ƒ ' /ƒ · h are holomorphic. 
Now о and 6 have no common zeros, hence 
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is holomorphic. Note that the zeros of к are precisely those of ƒ' and g' that 
are not zeros or poles of ƒ or g, i.e. the zeros of ƒ' that are not zeros, poles 
or 1-points of ƒ. Thus 
Nk(r,0) = Rf(r) = R.(r). 
We find ( / r means integration with measure ^¡), 
Т
а
..ь(г) = ¡ 1ο 6 ν / |α |2+ |ορ-1ο 6 ν / |α(0)Ρ+|6(0) |2 
= f 1 о 6 л / | к а | 2 + И 2 - f log | fc |- lo g v / |a(0) |2+|6(0)P 
•/rv Jr
r 
f log 
\ 
W' i\'+\tf) - f *щ 
ƒ I I 9 \ J Jrr 
- l o g v > ( 0 ) | 2 + | b ( 0 ) P 
= L4 f' + + N0(r) - R(r) + C, 
where С is a constant depending on o, 6 and c. 
Now | / y / | 2 + | 5 7 5 | 2 < ( l + \f'/f\2) ( l + Із '/5 | 2 ) , so that by the lemma 
on the logarithmic derivative 
/r/°g' 
< mfl/f(r,oo) + mg,/g(r,oo)+0{l) 
< \ogTf(r)+logTg{r) 
+ 0 ( l o g l o g ( T / ( r ) + T f l ( r ) ) ) , 
and we remark that T¡ = Ta:c,Tg = T(,:c. This gives 
Ta:b(r) < N0(r) - R(r) + logT0:c(r) + logTb:c(r) + О (loglog (7>(г) + Т 9 (г))) . 
The proof is now completed by the remark that 
Т
а
..ь:с = Т
а
,ь + 0(1) = T
a:c
 + 0(1) = Tb:c + 0(1). 
This is done by 
| o | 2 + |6| 2 < |а | 2 + |о| 2 + |
С
| 2 = |а | 2 + |&|2 + |а + &|2 
< |a | 2 + |6|2 + ( H + |ò | ) 2 <3( |a | 2 + |ò|2) 
and similarly for а : с and b : с This gives 
T(r) < N0(r) - R(r) + 2\ogT(r) + О (log log T(r)), 
and the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 is complete. 
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2.4 Applications 
We will show how Fermat's Last Theorem and Hall's conjecture for holomorphic 
functions follow from the abc theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2.4.1 
For η > 4 there are no nonconstant holomorphic functions a, b and с such 
that 
а
п
 + Ьп = с". 
Proof. We may assume that a, b, с have no common zero. Let 
T(r) = T
e
»
: b» : cn(r), JVo(r) = N0{anbncn,r) = N0(abc,r). 
Applying Theorem 2.3.1 yields 
T{r) < NQ{r) + 2 log T{r) + О (log log Г(г)). 
Now 
N0(r) < Nf(r,0)+Nbc(r,0) + N±(r,0) 
< Т
г
( г ) + Т | ( г ) + Г * ( г ) + 0 ( 1 ) , 
and 
Г(г) > Т„-
: Ь
.(г) + 0(1) = Tg(r) + 0(1) = n T t ( r ) + 0(1). 
This follows from elementary Nevanlinna theory, see [Fu 67], the last chapter. 
Hence we find that 
nT· (г) < Г · (г) + Tk (г) + Tt (г) + 3 log T(r) 
and the same for Тъ and T¿ for sufficiently large r. Adding these three inequal-
ities gives 
n(T°{r) + Tt(r) + Г*(r)) < 3(T t ( r ) + Ть(г) + T*(r)) + 91ogT(r). 
From this we see that η < 3. 
R e m a r k 1. It is well known that the curve i 3 + y3 = 1 admits a parametri-
sation with meromorphic functions. Such a parametrisation is provided by 
where ρ is the Weierstrass elliptic function satisfying the differential equation 
p'2 = 4p 3 - 1. 
Thus a3 + b3 = c 3 has holomorphic solutions. Compare this with the fact that 
in some finite extensions of Q the curve o 3 + Í»3 = c3 has an infinite number of 
points which can all be constructed by the chord method from a finite number 
of points. 
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Remark 2. The result of the theorem is not new. We find it for example in 
the paper of Gross [Gr 66]. He also gives a parametrisation of the above elliptic 
curve. Our parametrisation is the same, with a slightly simpler formula. We note 
that our Lemma 1.9.1 and 1.9.2 give an affirmative answer to his Conjecture 1 
on page 87. About Conjecture 2 the reader can find information on page 49, 
Theorem 6.2 of [LC 80]. 
In [Ri 79] (page 266) Ribenboim gives a proof that there are no entire func­
tions satisfying the above equation for η > 3. If one looks for solutions in 
functions on the upper half plane (or a disc) there are solutions for all η > 0. 
For example, for η = 4 Ribenboim gives the well known solution in theta func­
tions. 
Next we prove the analogue of Hall's conjecture [Ha 69]. 
Theorem 2.4.2 
Let u, ν be holomorphic without common factor and suppose u3 φ υ2. Then 
T
u
3 _ „ 2 ( r ) > -Г
Ц
3.„2„3_„2(Г) + Я и з ( г ) - 0 ( l 0 g T „ 3 „2.
и
3_„2(7·)), 
Ο Ϊ5" 
except for г in some set of unite measure. 
Proof. Write c = u3 - v2, T{r) = T
u
a
:v
2
:c
(r). The abc theorem gives 
T(r) < JVo(wc,r)-Ä„3(r)+Oexc(logT(7·)) 
и
2 
< ЛГ„(г,0) + ЛГ„(г,0) + N
c
(r,0) - Я„з (г) + O
e x c
(logT(r)). 
ν
3 
Now ЛГ„з(г,0) < Г(г) + 0(1) and ^ ( Γ , Ο ) < T(r) +0(1). A proof of this fact 
can be found in [La 87], Chapter VII, Lemma 3.1. We deduce 
ЛГ„(г,0) < ІГ(Г) + 0(1) and JV„(r,0) < \т{т) + 0{\) 
and 
T(r) < ±T(r) + \T{T) + N
c
(r,0) - Д 4 ( г ) + O e x c(logT(r)). 
Finally we remark that 7V
c
(r,0) < T
c
(r) to finish the proof. 
Using the abc theorem we can derive a weak form of the second main the­
orem of Nevanlinna theory. Let α be a holomorphic function. Thus oo is a 
complete deficiency of a. Suppose α has two more deficiencies, say 0 and 1. We 
take b = 1 - о and с = 1. Then a + b = c, hence by Corollary 2.3.1 
Т
а
.ь c(r) < N0(abc,r) - Ra(r) + 0( logT 0 ь c(r)). 
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Now T
a
 ь с = T
a c
 + 0(1) =Т
а
 + 0(1), and 
N0 (abc, г) = N0(a,r) + N0 (b, r) 
Σ
 1 ο
ε ο {+iogr} 
0<|і |<г,а(і)6{0,1} ' ' 
= N
a
(r,0) + N
a
(r,l) - £ ord(
a
',x)log^i 
o<|z |<r,o(i )e{o, i} ' ' 
{-ord(a',0)logr} 
where the terms in brackets are included only if α(0) € {0,1}. Thus 
Γ 0 (r) < JVo(r,0) + Na(r, 1) - JV0>Ram(r) + О (log Ta(r)), 
where 
І „ ) І І а т (г ) = Ra(r) + Σ ord(a',i)log|^{+ord(a',0)logr} 
0<| i |<r,o( i )6{0, l} ' X ' 
measures the total ramification of a. 
This inequality is the statement of the second main theorem for q = 3 (i.e. for 
three points), as stated in [LC 80], Theorem 4.2, page 36. 
2.5 Number theory 
As I mentioned in the introduction, I feel that Nevanlinna theory provides better 
insight into what might be true in the arithmetic case. Therefore one might 
conjecture 
for all ε > 0 there is a constant С such that for all integers a, b, с 
with с = a + b 
h(a: b: c) < n0(abc) + (2 + ε) log no (abc) + С. 
Unfortunately, this conjecture is false, as prof. R. Tijdeman pointed out to me. 
In his paper with C.L. Stewart 'On the Oesterlé-Masser Conjecture' [ST 86] 
they show that there are infinitely many triples (a, b, c) such that 
h(a: b: c) > n0(abc) + (4 - 6)-^^ 
log no 
A search through the table of Joe Kanapka [We 89], giving all triples of positive 
integers a + b = с with с < 2 3 2 and ^ p > 1.2, gives the following triples with 
corresponding value of 
d= (h-n0)———, 
у/По 
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where h = log с 
239 + 1919140625 = 1919140864, d = 5.03, 
121 + 48234375 = 48234496, d = 4.93, 
702021632 + 1977326743 = 2679348375, d = 4.73. 
The table of Nitaj, giving triples up to с = 26.1 · IO2 0, gives as most interesting 
examples 
19 • 1307 + 7 · 292 · 31 8 = 28 · 3 2 2 · 5 4, d = 9.13, 
2 2 -11 + 3 2 · 13 1 0 · 17 · 151 · 4423 = 5 9 · 1396, d = 9.06. 
These tables with corresponding values of d can be obtained from me. See 
also the papers [BB 94, Ni 93, We 89]. This clearly shows that the analogy 
between functions and numbers does not go very far. 
We see here a phenomenon that occurs often in mathematics. When investi­
gating an inequality it is usually relatively easy to get a lower bound, but then 
it is a difficult problem to prove that this is the correct order, and upper bounds 
are usually much weaker then what is conjecturally true. To illustrate this we 
consider the example of π(χ), the number of primes less than x. The prime 
number theorem gives us the approximation 
7Γ(Χ) ~ H(x), 
and it is relatively easy to derive a lower bound for the error 
ε(χ) = π(χ) - l i (x) . 
This lower bound is ε(χ) = Ω ( χ ϊ - 5 ) (all δ > 0) (see Ingham [In 64], page 90). 
The estimate 
ε(χ) = 0(xi+s) (for all δ > 0) 
is equivalent to Riemann's Conjecture, for the Riemann zeta function £(s), and 
in fact only ε(χ) = О (xexp (—av'log χ log log x) ) is known. 
The paper of Stewart and Tijdeman gives us the Ω-result 
h_no = nf^V 
V l o 6"0/ 
Therefore I conjecture 
Conjecture 2.5.1 
If £(s) = 0 for some s with Re s = σ then for all δ > 0 
h — По = Ω (ης ) . 
Conjecture 2.5.2 
If h — no = 0(ηζ) for some σ > \ then ζ has no zeros for Re s > σ. 
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Specializing Conjecture 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 we get 
Conjecture 2.5.3 
Riemann's Conjecture is equivalent to h - no = О ( n | 1 for all δ > 0. 
The contribution of infinity to the radical. The foregoing raises the prob­
lem of the interpretation of the error term. We will call the upper bound for 
the excess of the height over the radical the error term of the abc conjecture. In 
the polynomial case, Theorem 2.1.1, there is no error term. In the holomorphic 
case, Theorem 2.3.1, the error is bounded by the logarithm of the height, and 
in the integer case the error is (at least) as big as the square root of the height. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 we see that the 2 log T(r) term arises as an 
estimate for 
V 
ƒ 
2 
+ 
<f 
9 
Therefore this term is the contribution at infinity (i.e. on the circle Г
г
) of ƒ to 
the radical. I consider Theorem 2.3.1, as opposed to Corollary 2.3.1, to be the 
correct way to state the abc theorem and 
N0(r) + 2 log Г(г) 
to be the correct definition of the radical. 
By analogy I think that for some constant С 
no(oòc) + C\fh{a: b: c) 
is the correct definition of the radical taking the contribution at infinity into 
account. 
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Chapter 3 
The abc conjecture 
3.1 Algebraic number theory 
In this section we will define the height and the radical for an arbitrary number 
field. See [Vo 87]. In the following sections we will only use the height and 
radical for the field of rational numbers. This section is intended to give an idea 
how one can extend everything to arbitrary number fields. 
We use the letters a,b,c,x,... for rational numbers, and Greek letters for 
algebraic numbers. The letter ρ denotes a prime number. We write | | p for 
the p-adic valuation such that \p\p = p ~ ' , and | |oo is the valuation at infinity, 
normalized by |2|oo = 2. 
Let К Ъе a number field of degree η over Q and let Ο = Ό к be the ring of 
integers of K. For a prime ideal ρ and an ideal о of О let υ
ρ
(α) be the exponent 
of ρ in the factorization of o. Let ρ be the prime such that ρ Π Ζ = (ρ). The 
ramification index is 
e P = f p ( p ) , 
and the residue class degree is 
fp = d i m z / ( p ) O/p. 
We assume known the basics of algebraic number theory. A good reference 
is [La 86]. 
For every prime ρ we have a finite valuation | | p defined by 
|
a
|p =„-£-,(.). 
There are г\ embeddings vt of К in R and r-i unordered pairs of conjugate 
embeddings {vt, vt} of К in C. For every real or complex embedding υ we have 
an infinite valuation | |„, defined by 
I I _ / \v(a)\l/n if υ is real, 
| α | υ
~ \ Η α ) | 2 / " otherwise. 
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The set of all valuations on K, normalized in this way, is denoted Μχ. We 
write | |„ for the elements of M к and | |p for the finite elements of MR- The 
symbol oo denotes the set of infinite valuations. 
Definition 3.1.1 
Let a e K. The (logarithmic) height of α is 
h(a) = ^max{log|a |
v
,0}. 
The (logarithmic) radical of a is 
no(a)= £ — 1ο6Ρ· 
Ρ;|α|
ρ 5έ1 
We will also need the shifted (logarithmic) radical. For t > —2 it is defined 
by 
nt(a)= V £pAlog(p + i). 
PiHpí í l 
For points in projective space we define these notions as well. We need the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1.1 (Sum formula) 
For a € Κ, α ψ О, 
£ і О 8 | а | „ = 0 . 
ν 
With this proposition one checks that the height in the following definition is 
indeed well defined and does not depend on the field К containing α, β and 7. 
Definition 3.1.2 
Let Ρ = {α: β: η) be a point of P 2(if). We define the (logarithmic) height 
as 
h(P) = ^max{logHP,log|^|p,log|7|p}. 
V 
The (logarithmic) radical is defined by 
р;#{|а|р,|/3|
р
,Ыр}>1 
and the shifted (logarithmic) radical, for t > —2, by 
MP)= Σ ^ i o g ( p + í ) . 
Р;#{НР,|0ІР,ЫР»І 
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Remark. In [Vo 87] Vojta makes the above definitions without using the e p . 
Thus his definition depends on the choice of the field К containing α, β and 7. 
The general philosophy is that this should not be so. In particular, if the 
definitions do not depend on the base field, one can freely extend the base fields 
to satisfy certain requirements. 
Sometimes we will need the nonlogarithmic versions of these quantities. We 
will denote these by upper case letters: 
H{P) = e x p h{P) 
is the height, and 
Nt(P)=expnt(P) 
is the shifted radical. 
If К = Q and more generally if the ideal class group of О is trivial, we 
can always choose integer coordinates for Ρ Ç. Ρ2 (К) that are relatively prime. 
Then we find the following expressions for the height and the radical. 
h(p) = Σ max{log|a|„,logici«,logІ7І»}. 
υ£οο 
nt{P) = n t(a/3 7). 
If the ideal class group of К is not trivial, the right hand sides of the above 
expressions still differ from the height and the radical by a bound depending 
only on К if we take integer coordinates that generate one of a fixed set of 
representatives of the ideal class group. 
3.2 The 06c conjecture for number fields 
For a triple of rational numbers a, b, с with a + b = с we will assume that о, Ь, с 
are relatively prime integers and that 0 < a < b < с Then the height and the 
radical are given by 
h(a:b:c) = log |c|, 
7i((o:ò:c) = 52 log(p + t), 
p\abc 
Nt(a:b:c) = Π ^ + ί ) · 
p\abc 
With these definitions one can understand the following conjecture for the 
case К — Q. In general one has the abc conjecture: 
For all number fields К and all ε > 0 there exists a positive con­
stant С = C{K,e) such that for all points Ρ = {α:β:-γ) in P2(AT) 
with α + β — 7 
h(P) < (l + e)n 0 (P) + C. 
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R e m a r k 1. In [ST 86], Theorem 1, we have the result 
log h < 15n0 + C. 
The best result of this type is 
i o s / i <(bi¿)n o 
in the paper of С L. Stewart and K. Yu [SY 91]. This is still very far from the 
abc conjecture. 
R e m a r k 2. There is also a uniform abc conjecture, with uniformity with re­
spect to the number field. We denote the discriminant of a number field К 
by disc(/f). The uniform abc conjecture states that there exists a con­
stant A > 0 such that for all e > 0 there is С = С (ε) such that for all Ρ 
in P2(K) 
h(P) < (1 + ε)ηο(Ρ) + ^ y l o g d i s c W + С 
This is the conjecture that Granville and Stark [GS 94] use. 
In the following we will only consider the case К = Q. This is justified because 
usually it is not a difficult task to generalize a result over Q to arbitrary number 
fields. 
A rational integer usually has a radical that is not much smaller than the 
height. For example, for squarefree numbers the height and the radical co­
incide, and about 60% of all numbers are squarefree. (In section 3.6 this is 
made precise.) Hence one can expect that usually for a triple of coprirne inte­
gers a + b = c, the radical is approximately log abc. Furthermore, either a and b 
are about equal to c/2, or a is much smaller and ò and с are about equal. Hence 
one expects that usually 
2h(a:b:c) < n0{abc) < 3h(a:b:c). 
On the other hand, in section 2.5 we have already seen that there are in­
finitely many triples with a height that is larger than the radical (see [ST 86]). 
Here is an easy way to construct such triples. Consider the sequence 
c = 3 2 " , a = 1, b = c- 1. 
By induction one proves 6 = 0 (mod 2 n + 1 ) and so 
n0(abc) < log3 + log2 + log < loge + log3 — nlog2. 
Hence for this sequence of examples we have h > no + log/i + 0(1) and we see 
that the ε is not redundant in the statement of the abc conjecture. 
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Definition 3.2.1 
We will call a triple a, b, с with с = a + b and with the property that 
h(a:b:c) > no (a: ft: c) 
a good abc example. 
In Section 2.5 we have already given five of the most interesting good abc ex­
amples. 
3.3 Heuristics 
We will find heuristics for the обе conjecture running as follows. Let, for a 
number 0 < α < 1, an integer a and a bound N, 
Vnf(a,a) = {x < N : (x,a) = 1 and no(x) < ah(x)}, 
and let 
ρ(α,α) = pN(a,a) = #VN(a,a). 
We interpret ,,° ) л гр(а,a) as the probability that a number has radical less 
than the a-th part of its height. 
We now fix a natural number о (the first number of an abc triple). The 
number of b < N — a with 
(α-ε)Λ(6)<ηο(6)<α/ι(&) 
and relatively prime with α is equal to 
ρ(α,α)-ρ(α,α-ε). 
For each such b we put с = b + a. In order that a, ft, с be a good abc example, 
it is necessary that no(c) < (1 — а)/і(с), because then 
По(обс) = тіо(а) + Tio(ft) + no(c) < n0(a) + h(c) ~ h(a : b : c), 
assuming that b and с are much larger than a. The probability that the con­
dition по(с) < (1 — а)/і(с) is satisfied is ,;°^
лг
р(о, I — a). Hence we expect to 
find 
TTTjy P(°> ! - °0 ( ρ ( α · α ) - P K a - e )) 
examples. Integrating over all α we expect to find a total of 
/•1 
-TT7 / p(a,l-a)dp(a,a) 
a)N J0 
examples. 
Of course, we are more interested in examples for which 
h > ( 1 + ε ) η 0 . 
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The corresponding expectation for the number of examples that satisfy such an 
inequality is 
ФШІ ri«·1-0-*>*(«."> (зл) 
as the reader can easily verify himself. 
We write p(a) for p ( l , a ) . Another way of using the information about ρ is 
to fix с and let 7 be such that the radical no(c) equals 7 log с The number of b 
with 
(β - S)h(b) < n0(b) < ßh(b) 
is p(ß) — p(/9 — δ). For every b, to get a good abc example the difference α = c — b 
must have radical 
n0(a) < {I - β - 7 - e)h(c). 
The probability that this is so is greater than 
Ν-
1
Ρε
(1-β-
Ί
-ε). 
We find ΛΓ-1 ƒ„ ~ 7 E p ( l — β — 7 — ε) φ(/3) for the number of good examples 
with fixed с Summing this over 7 we obtain 
i ƒ ƒ 7 £ ρ ( 1 - / 3 - 7 - ε ) dp(/3)dp(7) (3.2) 
for the number of good a&c examples with Λ > (1 + ε)η 0 . The disadvantage 
of this method is that it is difficult to take into acount that о, о, с have to be 
relatively prime. 
We are going to compute an approximation of p(a, a). We can then compute 
integrals as above (expressions (3.1) and (3.2)), for various e depending on N. 
If the integral converges for N going to infinity we interpret this as that the 
number of examples is finite. Otherwise the interpretation is that we expect an 
infinitude of examples. Since in the first method we have fixed o, convergence 
of the integral does not yet exclude the possibility for an infinite number of 
examples, if we keep finding examples for larger and larger a. 
The computation of p(a, a) will depend on the distribution of the prime 
numbers. Therefore we expect that Riemann's Conjecture will yield information 
on how accurate our computation of p(a) is. 
We will use the prime number theorem in the form 
π ( ι ) =ii(x)+0(xe), ψ(χ) = χ + 0{χβ), 
for all θ > sup{Res: C(s) = 0} (or we can take 1 - a J i o ^ x instead of θ if this 
supremum happens to be 1. See also Section 2.5). 
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3.4 A calculus lemma 
For our analysis of ρ we need some lemmas on summation of Dirichlet series. In 
this section we will prove a useful lemma about Dirichlet integrals. 
Lemma 3.4.1 
Let φ be a positive differentiable function on [0, oo), with positive and de­
creasing derivative vanishing at oo. Let s > 0, let x
m
 = x
m
(s) be the value 
x
m
 = inf {χ:φ'(χ) < s), 
and let X2 = X2(s) be the value 
x2 - inf {χ: φ'{χ) < - J . 
Write M = ф(х
т
) — sx
m
 and D = ф{хъ) — sx2. 
Then the value of the expression 
f°° 
ƒ exp {ф(х) — sx) dx 
Jo 
roo 
S 
lies between 
and 
Ф(Хт) ,
Ά
,
Λ
 SX
n 
• exp ( M ) -M ~~rv-»/
 M 
sx2 exp (M) + 2 exp (D). 
Proof. By the assumptions about φ the exponent χ ι-> ^>(i) — sx is concave. 
The exponent is maximal for χ = x
m
 with value M. For χ > x2 the exponent 
has slope less than —s/2. Hence we find a lower bound 
— χ for X < x„ 
-i -"m 
ф(х) — SX > 
M — s(x — xTO) for χ > χ„ 
and an upper bound 
M for X < X2 
φ(χ) — SX < 
D - | ( x - l 2 ) for X > X2 
for the exponent. Substituting these bounds in the integral gives the desired 
bounds. 
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Taking φ(χ) = Ci 1 / 2 ( logx)- 1 / 2 we get 
Corollary 3.4.1 
Let ε > 0. For s close enough to 0, the value of the integral 
s I exp ( C.I- sx ) dx 
Λο V V^g* / 
lies between 
" ( т а « 1 - ) ) 
and 
β Χ ρ ( " 8 ^ ( 1 + ε ) ) · 
In Section 3.9 we shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4.2 
Let αϊ, a 2 , . . . be a sequence of positive real numbers. If for large values of χ 
Σ On(x-η) =0(χβ) 
n<x 
for some real number θ then 
Σ ^ = ο ( χ μ ι ) . 
Proof. On the one hand 
x Σ On > Σ α " ( χ ~ ") - Αχβ 
n<x n<x 
for some constant A. Hence Σ
η
< ζ °" — ΑχΒ~χ· 
On the other hand 
χ Σ
α
" ^ Σ
 a
" ( 2 x ~ ") - Σ °"(2χ ~ ") - Βχθ· 
n<x n<x n<2x 
We find Σ
η
<χ °n ^ Я * * - 1 · It follows that Σ
η
<χ °n = Oix9'1). 
3.5 Dirichlet series 
The following function will play an important role in the computation of the 
function p. Recall the definition of the shifted radical Ni(n) = Y\pin(p + 1) of 
an integer п. Неге ρ runs over the prime divisors of n. 
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Definition 3.5.1 
Let for real t 
In this section we will investigate the asymptotic behaviour of this function. 
Definition 3.5.2 
We define for real t and R e s > 0 , R e s > t - 1 
oo 
tf1(s,t) = YiN1(n)-tnt-1-'. 
n=l 
Lemma 3.5.1 
The series A/i(s,t) converges for Res > 0, Res > t - 1. At s = t = 1 it has 
2 
value ητ. 
Proof. Consider the Euler product 
oo / „ t - i - · _ 2 ( t - l - » ) \ 
X><»>-v-- . n(1 +^_ Í F +¿w + . . .) 
n ( / + ( p + i)t(p.+i-t_i) 
If p* + 1 - t goes to infinity, that is if Re я > í - 1, we see that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for convergence is Res > 0. For a = 1, t = 1 we find 
00
 1 1 if2 
Σ „лТ(пУ = Π i-p-г = C<2) = б"' 
r » = l v ' ρ г 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark. From the Euler product we also see that for t > 1 the series con­
verges for Re s < t — 1. Hence for t > 1 the series defines two functions, one 
defined for Re s > t — 1 and another one defined for Re s < t — 1. These func­
tions are not related by analytic continuation. The situation for Re s = t — 1 
is rather messy. 
The connection with ƒ is 
Г °° AT 
s f(t,x)x-»—=Afl{s,t). 
J\ x 
• 
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Let ί be a positive real number < 1 (we shall only need the cases ί = 1 
and t = 1/2). The case t < 1 is easy. In this case the function Afi(s,t) has 
an analytic continuation to Re s > ^ with a simple pole at s = 0 with residue 
The easiest way to see this, I think, is to consider the Euler product 
M(M) 
C(* +1) L}\ P*+1 A (P + i)V+1-É -i)) 
Substituting s = 0 gives the value of the residue. 
For fixed t < 1 we find the asymptotic behaviour of f(t,x) 
f(t,x) ~ ct log χ 
for χ going to infinity. 
For t = 1 we consider the logarithm of the Euler product for Afi(s, 1). We 
get 
We will analyse the singularity of this sum at s = 0. 
Lemma 3.5.2 
Let ρ run over the pime numbers. We have tbe following limit 
lim —s log s > log ( 1 + τ -r-, r r 1 = 1 · 
но . γ V ( Ρ + 1 ) ( ρ · - 1 ) / 
Proof. We will first bound the sum from above. Let ε > 0 be small and s < 1. 
We use ex > 1 + χ to estimate 
p s - l = e s l o g p - l > s l o g p , 
hence (p + 1) (p' - 1) > s(p + 1) logp. 
For ρ > s £ _ 1 we find using log ( l + j ) < j 
l 0 g
 У
 +
 (p+l)(p*-l)J -
 S(p+l)logp· 
The sum Σ
ρ > 1 / +iW0— *
s
 asymptotically equivalent to 1/logx. This follows 
from the prime number theorem. Hence we find that, for s sufficiently small, 
the sum in the statement of the lemma, restricted to the primes larger than se~l 
is bounded from above by 
l + ε 1 + Зе 
< - -(1 —e)sìogs slogs 
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For ρ < se l we use 1 < 1/s and (p + 1) logp > 1 to get 
There are at most s £ _ 1 such primes, hence the sum over these primes is bounded 
by s e _ 1 log ( 2 s - 1 ) = o(s £ / 2 _ 1 ) . Thus we see that the considered limit is at 
most 1. 
On the other hand, let ε > 0 and let s be so small that —slogs < ε 
and —logs > ε - 1 . The sum over all primes is bigger than the sum over the 
primes between s _ 1 and εχρ(εβ _ 1 ). In this range we find 
p s - 1 = e s l o g p - 1 < sps logp < ees logp, 
hence (p + 1) (p s - 1) < ees(p + 1) logp, 
> 
l ) logp 
1 
s ( p + l ) ( l + e e l o g p ) 
1 
5 ( ρ + 1 ) 1 ο 6 ρ ( 1 + 3ε) 
where we have estimated the logarithm using the inequality log (l + \) > -Л^. 
Again Σ^Γί-" (p+iliogp k asymptotic to -1/logs and we conclude that the 
considered limit has value 1. This proves the lemma. 
We will use this to prove 
Lemma 3.5.3 
For ali ε > 0 there is a sequence of values χ going to infinity such that 
f(l,x) >exp 
for all χ in the sequence and a sequence for which 
( ( і-£»/Щ 
Д 1 , х ) < е х р ( ( 1
 + е ) , ' 8 1 0 8 1 log log ι ) 
for all χ in the sequence. 
For t < 1, f(t,x) is asymptotic to c¡ log x. The value of ct is given by 
equation 3.3. 
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Proof. We have already proved the last assertion. Let now t — 1. Suppose 
ƒ ( ! , * ) < exp ( (1 - ε ) , / 8 1 ° g X 
log log χ J 
from a certain point onwards. Then 
f°° dx f°° ( I 8x \ 
for some constant K. By Corollary 3.4.1 if s is a sufficiently small positive 
number this is less than 
But this contradicts Lemma 3.5.2 in combination with the formula just preceding 
this lemma. A similar argument proves the other inequality. 
Remark. The method of [ST 86] gives us the estimate 
j·,, ч /4'v/logx\ 
Proof. We use the notation of [ST 86]. Restricting the sum for /( l ,x) to η 
not exceeding χ and composed of pi,... ,p
r
 we find 
(Ρ1 + 1)··-(Β· + 1) ' 
where N(x) is the number of such integers. The result follows on choosing for г 
the value 2 Vlog i/log log χ and using the lower bound N(x) > (e
 H o g °
K I
 J . 
Definition 3.5.3 
We will denote the upper and lower limit of 
log(/(l,*)V 1 0 6 l 0 6 X 81ogx 
by L and I respectively. 
We have shown that / < 1 < L. It would be nice to know the value of L and I. 
Experimentations strongly suggest that I = L= 1. 
Corollary 3.5.1 
The sum Y^
=N NJn)n~l ^ 1 3 5 о г ^ е г a t m o s t 
N
 eXPWbüo^vJ 
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Proof. By Abel summation, 
ЕлЩ""
1
 • Σ ;«'.«>-/0.-1» 
^ /(Ι,η) /(Ι,ΛΤ-1) 
¿-
 η ( η + 1) 7V 
< ΛΓ 
.! / ¡8LìogN\ 
Remarle. Let α be an integer. Our method is too coarse to distinguish between 
the order of ƒ (1, x) and of 
У — 
г) 
(n,«) = l 
In the following we will take the approximation 
n('-;)/C«) 
p\a Ч ^ ' 
for this sum. 
3.6 Computation of ρ 
Recall the definition of рг*(а,а) of Section 3.3. In this section we will find an 
asymptotic approximation of p. Most numbers have relatively large radical. 
Therefore it is most convenient to compare the radical with the height and first 
count the numbers χ < N relatively prime with α for which 
rio(x) = h(x) -logA; (fc = 1,2,..., and (k,a) = 1). 
Let к = Y\php be the prime factorization of k. The numbers χ with radi­
cal no(x) = h(x) — log A: are precisely those with factorization 
* = Y[pk'+lI[px> 
with Xp e {0,1} for all ρ ¡(к and xp = 1 for only finitely many p. 
Lemma 3.6.1 
The number ofx<N having this factorization is 
N 
Σ Σ 
d\ka «>i. 
<«>·) = ! 
_kN0{k)de2 
/i(de), 
where μ is the Mòbius function which is denned by μ(η) = Π
ρ
| η ( - 1 ) f°T &n 
integer n. 
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Proof. Let d be an integer. The number of χ < N divisible by d is [γ]. 
For p]fka, we do not want to count the numbers divisible by p2, for p\a we 
only count the numbers not divisible by p, and for p\k only those divisible by 
exactly pk'+1. 
By rearranging, the sum of the lemma equals 
Σ Σ Σ "(¿о. 
• <N, rf|ba. ( « , k a ) - l , 
» N 0 ( » ) l » k N 0 ( k ) d | a ,1\. 
Consider a number x G 1. .JV, divisible by kNo(k). Write χ = kN0(k)x'x", 
with (χ", ka) = 1 and with for all p: if p\x' then p\ka. Such an χ is counted 
Σ Σ "(¿О 
<¡\{ka,x') ea | i" 
times. Now we use that X)di„ μ(<ί) = ¿ni to infer that χ is only counted once 
if x" is squarefree and x' = 1 and not counted otherwise. This proves the 
lemma. 
We want to approximate the sum of the lemma by leaving out the entier 
brackets. Doing this introduces an error of at most 
£Е.««<й(,+*)£5Чі/Эзд· 
*JV0<Me
a<lY 
Write E = E(N, k, a) for the right hand side. We find 
Σ Σ 
dita «>ι. 
kNo(k)de2 μ{ώή 
= ¿4)Σ Σ eg+ow 
K i 0 { K )
 d\ka (..*.)-ι. a e 
kN0(k)t3<N 
Κ 0(Κ)
 d\ka («.*.)-!, e 
*^0(»)«з<лг 
Now 53d|to /*(d)/d = Пріікв (l — Ρ 1 ) · Moreover, the sum over e equals 
*» 111 _ „-г - L· 
plfca y («,*a)=I, 
kN 0 (k) e 2>JV 
M(£) 
2 
and this last sum is bounded by 2^kNo(k)/N. Thus we find the approximation 
^Iil+p-rkNl(k)+0{E) p\a 
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for the number of integers χ < N as above. For p(a, a) we find the approxima­
tion 
(fc,a) = l 1 V > p|o F \ к / 
where the sums extend over those к for which IogJV — logfc < alogiV. That 
is, к > Ν1-", and trivially kN0(k) < N. By the previous section, Corollary 3.5.1 
the order of the first sum is less than 
For a > 1/2 the error term has smaller order, by Lemma 3.5.3. 
R e m a r k . The approximation 
f > T T 1 - * » »,α i /8(1 - α) log Ν \ 
*«.<»> = Π ь Р р г " « ρ ( γ
 l o g l o g A r ) 
agrees well with experimentation, even for a < 1/2. In the heuristics we will 
take the above approximation for all a. 
3.7 Application of the heuristics. 
We now apply the heuristics of Section 3.3, formula (3.1) and (3.2). For sim­
plicity we assume I — L = 1. Substituting the above approximation for p(a,a) 
in (3.1) immediately gives us an estimate 
φ(α)Ν I 11 1+p-1 J X 
ƒ 
Jo 
'»ЫШ^ЧЧе^)* 
TT I - P " 1 ι ( ƒ 16logan 
~ H (1 + ρ-1)2 W£ e X P I V log log TV ) 
p\a \ ' / 
for the number of good abc examples. Hence we see that the expected number 
of examples with h > no + >/(16 + e)h/\ogh is finite, and the expected number 
of examples with h > no + \/(16 — e)h/\ogh is infinite for ε > 0. 
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The second way (formula (3.2)) to estimate the number of abc examples gives 
an expectation of 
№ Jo Jo 
1
 '
λ
-~>-ε ( / 81ogiV 
exp
 V Ä " X 
( \ /1 - 7 + v/l - ß + Vi + ß + ε ) ) ¿£¿7 
J _ ImogN 
~ Ν*
 eXp)¡ log log N 
examples. Hence we expect to find infinitely many examples with 
/ (48-e) f t 
A > n o +
 V"15¿h-
As we have already said in Section 3.3 this result should not be trusted since 
we have not taken into account that the numbers a, b and с should be relatively 
prime. 
3.8 Construction of good abc examples 
In this section we will show how the obtained approximation of ρ gives a slight 
improvement of theorem 2 of [ST 86]. 
Theorem 3.8.1 
If we have for some К and к an estimate 
p ( a ) > i V « e x p f / ^ L ) FK
 ' - *\(lo&iogN)«J 
there are inßnitely many good abc examples with 
(1 - e)KVh 
h> n0 + (log/i)" 
Proof. Consider the № exp I л0_і°%), ) numbers with n 0 < ah. We can 
find two numbers b\ and c\ that lie at most 
—c] °exp 
α 
V (loglogcOV 
apart. Let d = gcd(J>i,ci), and take b = b\/d and с = c\/d. Put a = с — 6. 
Then h = h{c) and /i(ci),/i(òi) < h + h(d) Hence for α < 1/2 we get 
n0{abc) = no(a) + no{b) + n0(c) 
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We take 
< h(a) +n0(h) + n 0 ( c i ) 
< (1 - a)h - „ ! \ - log(a) - h{d) + 2ah + 2ah(d) 
(log h)K 
*
 ( 1 + Q ) / l
- ( i o ? ^ - 1 0 g ( Q ) · 
К 
a = 
v
/I3glV*(logIogiV)K+1 
to get the desired bound. 
This method of proof is completely analogous to the argument in [ST 86], 
except that here we have taken òi and c\ that are close together at infinity, 
whereas Stewart and Tijdeman take b\ and c\ (the χ and у of their paper) close 
together diadically. 
If we can take к = 1/2 we have on the one hand an argument showing 
heuristically what the error term should be, and on the other hand we have a 
sequence of examples showing that this error term is the best we can get. 
3.9 Asymptot ics of no 
In this section we will investigate Σ
η
<
χ
Π ο ( η ) . For a meromorphic function ƒ 
and a complex number s the multiplicity at s of f is the unique integer η such 
that ƒ has an Laurent expansion f(z) = c(z — s)n + · • · for some nonvanishing 
complex number с 
Definition 3.9.1 
For s e С we let m(s) be the multiplicity at s of the Riemann zeta function. 
We write θ for the supremum of {Res:m(s) > 0}. 
In particular m(l) = - 1 and m(-2n) = 1 (n = 1,2,...). The value θ lies 
between 1/2 and 1, and θ = 1/2 is Riemann's Conjecture. 
See also [LW 19] and [Es 28] for the following result. 
Lemma 3.9.1 
The Dirìchlet series 
logp V{s) = Τ 
V p5 
can be continued to a meromorphic function on [Re > 0]. It has only simple 
poles, and the residue of the pole at s = α is 
Σ
°° M") / ч 
тупа). 
η = 1 
In particular, the poles accumulate at [Re = 0]. 
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Proof. We will prove by induction on η that V has a meromorphic contin­
uation to [Re > 1/n] with poles and residues as stated. We know this already 
for η = 1 because the series for V converges on [Re > 1]. 
As is well known, 
ρ,η
 у 
For τη > 0 we write this as 
-£(«)= -P(s) + • • • + V{ms) + £
 p J g
P
_ 1 } . (3.4) 
The sum in this expression is a holomorphic function on [Re > l/(m + 1)]. 
Suppose now that for some η > 1 we know that V is a meromorphic 
function on [Re > 1/n] with the poles as stated. Then V(ks) is meromorphic 
on [Re > l/(n + 1)] for к > 1 and by induction the pole of this function at s = α 
is simple with residue 
1 ._ , . ^ μ(η) ., . 
-Tes(V, ka) = — ^ ——m(kna) . kn 
7 1 = 1 
Hence the above formula, for m = n, gives the analytic continuation of V. At a 
point a the residue of the function —C'/C is —τη(α), hence for the residue at a 
of V we get the equation 
-m (о) = res(P,o) - У2 Σ ^тг-гпікпа). 
k>2n=l 
We now use that £ ~
= 1 ΣΖι ^Mkna) = Zn>r *%* Σ „ | „ μ Η = m(a) to 
get the result. 
R e m a r k . The expression for the residue at s = a can contain more than one 
nontrivial term only if there are two zeros αϊ and a-i of ζ with positive real part 
such that αϊ /а^ e Q. Thus αχ and 02 lie on a line through the origine and the 
ratio of their distances to the origine is rational. 
Lemma 3.9.2 (Generating function of no) 
We have the expression 
^ n o (
n
) n - ' = ( W P ( S ) 
n = l 
for the generating function of no-
Proof. 
η,ρ
 v Γ
' η p\n η 
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We deduce the following remarkable property of this function. 
Corollary 3.9.1 
The zeros of the generating function of щ in [Re > 1/2] are those of ζ, 
with multiplicity m{s) — 1, and those of V. The function can be continued 
analytically to [Re > 0] with a double pole at 1 and simple poles at 1/2 
and 1/3 with residues -£(l/2)/2 and -£(1/3)/3 respectively and no other 
poles in the region [Re > Θ/2]. It has no pole at 1/4. 
We use this to get very precise information about the overall distribution 
of n0(n). The method is completely analogous to Ingham [In 64], Chapter II. 
Write ζΡ(β) f° r Σ )
η
η
ο ( η ) η _ ί · By Abel summation we find the expression 
/
OO 
- n<x 
_„dx 
The role of Σ
η<χ η0(ή) is completely analogous to the role of ψ{χ) in such an 
expression for V. We are going to apply the methods of the prime number 
theorem to estimate this sum. A first approximation is given by 
Y^n0{n) = J ^ ^ l o g p 
n<x n<x p|n 
log ρ = Σ 
ρ < ι 
= XÌOgX + 0(x). 
To apply the method of [In 64] we need to know that ÇP is not too large on the 
line s = 1 + it. But by formula 3.4 
<'<«>+<"« = - < « Σ ^ . 
_ l o g p 
'Vs 
P 
hence we see that ζ' + ζΡ has the same type of growth as ζ, 
\C + ζΤ\ < Alogt 
for some constant A. For ζΤ itself we get abound \ζΤ\ < B(logt) 2 on s = 1+гі. 
We also get the first terms of the Laurent expansion of ÇP, 
_1 v ^ logp 1 
_1)2 L 
' Ρ 
By Mellin inversion we get for с > 1 
«•»-(Г^-Ся^+ОД-
ΣΜ-)(.-Ξ)-ά/Γ"«·»^ϋ· 
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We can shift the path of integration to a path /χ + І2 + · • • + h as in [In 64], 
page 32. The integrals over /i and Is can be made as small as we want. 
The difference now is that we can shift /3 much further to the left, as far 
as 0/2. Doing this we encounter three poles, at s = 1,1/2 and 1/3. If θ > 2/3 
we do not come as far as the third pole. The residues at these poles are 
at s = 1 
at s = 1/2 
at 3 = 1/3 
We find that 
We now apply (a slight modification of) Theorem С of [In 64] (page 35) together 
with Lemma 3.4.2 to get 
Σ>0(η) = * 1 ο β * - ^ + Σ ^ Γ ϊ ) ] χ -
-C(l/2)z 1 / 2 - C(l/3)z 1 / 3 + 0(x9/2). 
Loosely speaking this means that 
1 \ 1 ^ l o S P 
ηο(η) = 1 ο 6 η - ^ ^ - ^ 
on average. 
Remark. By the method of [In 64] we also get the Ω result 
X>(») = xiog*-(i
 + Ç )^*-
-С(1/2)хх/2 - С(1/3)х1/3 + Щх /2) 
except when θ happens to be 2/3 or 1, in which case we encounter the pole 
at 1/3 or 1/2 of ζΤ> and the method does not work. The method does work 
if θ = 1/2, because ÇP has no pole at 1/4 (Corollary 3.9.1). 
-|c(i/2)>/î; 
~ С ( 1 / з № 
~С(1/2)х3/2 - jC(l/3)x4/3 + 0(x1+*/2). 
О 4 
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Application to the abc conjecture. We consider the following function, 
oo 
n=2 
The abc conjecture asserts that the n-th coefficient of this Dirichlet series lies 
between (1 — ε) log η and 21ogn. We will not assume this in the following. 
Because of the additivity of no we can rewrite g as 
oo oo 
g(s) = ^ 2 n o ( n ) n - s - n o ( l ) + ^ 7 i 0 ( n ) ( ( n + i r s - n - s ) 
n = l n=l 
= 2ÇP(s) + (holomorphic on Re > 0). 
Hence we find that ^ B < 1 n0(n(n — 1)) is asymptotic to 
2хЮ6х-2х(і + С^). 
However, we can not conclude anything from an assumption as 
n0(n(n- 1)) < - l o g η 
for infinitely many n. This is because the order of the coefficients of g is much 
too small, so that any fluctuation of the coefficients has hardly any influence on 
the behaviour of g at s = 1. To get something nontrivial one would want to 
have a similar analysis of a Dirichlet series such as 
OO j 
52ЛГ0(п(п-1))П '• 
But until now I have not been able to work with this function. 
3.10 Conclusion 
We have started these investigations with in the back of our minds the idea that 
somewhere along the line we would see how Riemann's Conjecture (RC) would 
come into the argument. However, it has not become clear how RC and abc are 
connected. 
We have seen the structure of the error term, which is probably 
This agrees well with Stewart's and Tijdeman's result [ST 86]. It is an important 
problem to understand the structure of this error term. See Section 2.5 for a 
discussion. 
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Granville and Stark [GS 94] prove that the abc conjecture implies 'no Siegel 
zeros'. But their argument depends on a bound for the error term under exten­
sions of the base field, and not on its fine structure in one field. In fact, they 
only need that the error term is o(h), with the order constant independent of 
the field. 
The most interesting abc examples are generally considered to be those for 
which h/no is large. The maximum for this quantity that is known so far 
is 1.6299 for the example 
2 + 6436341 = 6436343. 
From our considerations it follows that (h — no)y/logh/h is a more interesting 
quantity, and an abc example is especially interesting when this quantity is 
bigger than 4. The examples given in Section 2.5 are such, and the corresponding 
value of (h — no)\/\ogh/h is 
4 • 1.0934 and 4 · 1.0658 respectively. 
In de Weger's table [We 89] (c less than 2 3 2), there is no such example, and 
in Nitaj's table [Ni 93] there are only three more examples. Indeed, from my 
investigations it has become clear that one can expect them only for very big 
values of a, b and с 
Graphs 
In the literature one finds tables of abc examples, for example the tables of 
Kanapka [We 89], of Nitaj [Ni 93], and of Browkin and Brzezinski [BB 94]. 
Often the value of /i/no f° r e a c n triple is given in these tables, i.e. the value 
of the exponent e when H = N{¡. Also a condition on this value is taken as a 
criterion to include a triple at all. For example, Kanapka includes only examples 
with h > 1.2n0 and Nitaj only those examples with h > 1.4щ. However, the 
conjecture is that for every value of e greater than 1 there are only finitely many 
examples with h > ещ. So it is to be expected that no asymptotic behaviour 
will be seen when h/n0 is considered. 
On the next pages we present three graphs. The first one is a graph of the 
points 
where h and no are the height and radical of the triples in the tables of Kanapka 
and Nitaj. One expects that the plotted value will sometimes be greater than 1. 
This happens for only two examples, namely for 
19 · 1307 + 7 · 292 · 31 8 = 28 · 3 2 2 · 54, 
with h = 36.15, no = 22.27, h/n0 = 1.62 and (h - n0)yj\oghjh = 4.37, and for 
22 • 11 + 3 2 · 13 1 0 · 17 · 151 · 4423 = 5 9 · 1396, 
with h = 44.09, 7i0 = 29.54, h/n0 = 1.49 and (h - n0)y/\ogh/h = 4.26. These 
examples are both very big, having 16 and 20 digits respectively. 
The next graph gives a clearer picture. Here the difference 
ft
-
n
°-
4\/¿ 
is plotted against log/i. We see that there are many examples with height 
about 20 (so ten-digit numbers) for which the height is slightly larger than 1.2 no-
It is clear that for numbers that small the chosen bound is not restrictive enough. 
In the last graph we plot the values 
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Note that this value gives the same type of information as the previous graph. 
We have only plotted those points for which the difference of these two numbers 
is larger than —0.5 to get rid of the uninteresting examples. 
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Samenvatting 
Hyperbolische ruimten en het aòc-vermoeden 
Dit proefschrift valt uiteen in twee delen. Het eerste hoofdstuk gaat over hy-
perbolische ruimtes. Het is bekend dat iedere holomorfe afbeelding van het 
complexe vlak С naar de eenheidschijf D constant is. We noemen D daarom 
hyperbolisch. In het algemeen heet een ruimte met de eigenschap dat iedere 
holomorfe afbeelding van С naar deze ruimte constant is hyperbolisch. Een 
ander voorbeeld van een hyperbolische ruimte is het complexe vlak С waaruit 
twee punten, bijvoorbeeld 0 en 1, zijn weggelaten. Want volgens de stelling van 
Picard is iedere holomorfe afbeelding van С naar С die de waarden 0 en 1 niet 
aanneemt constant. Anders gezegd, een holomorfe afbeelding 
С —• Ρ
1
 (С) - (3 punten) 
is constant. Meer algemeen is bekend dat 
P n ( C ) — (2n + 1 hypervlakken m algemene positie) 
hyperbolisch is. Het is nu een vermoeden van Kobayashi dat algemeen 
P n ( C ) — (een hyperoppervlak van graad > 2n + 1) 
hyperbolisch is. In het eerste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt bewezen dat 
dit vermoeden, als het waar is, niet versterkt kan worden. We bewijzen namelijk 
dat het complement van een hyperoppervlak van graad 2n in P n ( C ) meestal 
(d.w.z. generiek) niet hyperbolisch is. 
In het tweede en derde hoofdstuk wordt het aòc-vermoeden onderzocht. Dit 
vermoeden doet een uitspraak over sommen o + b = с van natuurlijke getallen 
zonder een gemeenschappelijke deler. Wat het vermoeden inhoudt is het makke­
lijkst uit te leggen aan de hand van een voorbeeld. Bekijk de som 
3 + 125 = 128, ofwel 3 + 5 3 = 27. 
Voor zo'n som definieren we twee begrippen. De hoogte h = h(a,b,c) is de 
logaritme van de grootste van de drie getallen o, b en с In dit voorbeeld is dus 
h = log 128 « 4 , 8 5 . 
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Het radicaal nç> = по(а, b,с) is de logaritme ал het product van alle priemge-
tallen die deler van het product abc zijn. In dit geval zijn 3,5 en 2 de priemdelers 
van o, & en c, dus 
n0 = log2-3-5 = log30« 3,40. 
Het valt op dat in dit voorbeeld h > TIQ. Dit voorbeeld is speciaal zo gekozen. 
Wie wil kan nagaan dat dit niet al te vaak voorkomt voor willekeurige drietal­
len o, 6, c. Het valt ook op dat h < 2no voor dit voorbeeld. Het a&c-vermoeden 
zegt nu dat dit waarschijnlijk altijd zo is: 
Voor alle drietallen a, b, с met a+6 = с en zonder gemeenschappelijke 
deler is 
h(a,b,c) < 2n0(a, b, c). 
Laten we het verschil e = e(a,b,c) = h(a,b,c) — n0(a,b,c) even de rest­
term van het abc-vermoeden noemen. Boven hebben we het a&c-vermoeden 
zo geformuleerd dat e < по voor alle drietallen. In feite wordt zelfs iets veel 
sterkers vermoed, namelijk dat voor alle ε > 0 er een constante С > 0 is zo­
dat e < εηο + С voor alle drietallen. Anderzijds hebben Stewart en Tijdeman 
bewezen dat er oneindig veel voorbeelden bestaan zodat e > (4 — ó)y/h/logh. 
In het derde hoofdstuk vinden we 4y/h/logh als vermoedelijk optimale afschat-
ting voor e, d.w.z. met deze afschatting is het abc-vermoeden vermoedelijk waar, 
maar als je een iets kleiner getal voor 4 neemt zijn er waarschijnlijk oneindig 
veel tegenvoorbeelden. Ik denk dat het van groot theoretisch belang is om een 
goede interpretatie van deze afschatting van de restterm te hebben. Deze inter-
pretatie vinden we door het abc-vermoeden te formuleren en te onderzoeken in 
een analoge situatie. 
Het a&c-vermoeden kan geformuleerd worden voor iedere ontbindingsring 
(systeem van elementen waarvoor een optelling, vermenigvuldiging en een ont-
binding in priemelementen gedefinieerd is.) Voor polynomen bijvoorbeeld heb-
ben we de stelling 
voor alle polynomen а, Ь, с met a + b= с zonder gemeenschappelijke 
deler is 
max{dega, deg&, degc} < 
(het aantal verschillende nulpunten van abc) — 1. 
In het tweede hoofdstuk formuleren we een a&c-vermoeden voor de ring van 
holomorfe functies op С en we geven een bewijs van dit vermoeden. In dit 
geval krijgen we een veel sterkere afschatting voor e, namelijk e < 31og/i. In 
het bewijs van deze stelling zien we waar deze afschatting vandaan komt, en zo 
krijgen we de interpretatie dat de restterm de 'bijdrage van oneindig' aan het 
radicaal is. 
De titel van het proefschrift suggereert dat hyperbolische ruimten en het 
a&c vermoeden iets met elkaar te maken hebben. Dit is niet bedoeld, want 
dit proefschrift gaat niet over dit verband. Toch hebben beide onderwerpen 
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veel met elkaar te maken. Het is hier een goede gelegenheid om dit verband 
toe te lichten. Een belangrijk probleem in de wiskunde is het oplossen van 
Diophantische1 vergelijkingen. Bijvoorbeeld: bepaal alle gehele getallen x,y,z 
zodat y2z = x3 + xz2+z3 of bepaal alle gehele oplossingen van xn+yn = zn. Het 
aòc-vermoeden geeft, als het waar is, een zeer krachtig gereedschap om dergelijke 
vergelijkingen te onderzoeken. Als voorbeeld lossen we de tweede vergelijking 
op met behulp van het abc-vermoeden. Veronderstel dat x,y,z en η voldoen 
aan x
n
 + yn = zn. We hebben dan een drietal 
a = x
n
,b = yn e n c = z" 
zodat a+b = c. We kunnen aannemen dat α, & en с geen deler gemeenschappelijk 
hebben. De hoogte van dit drietal is 
h = log c = η log ζ 
en het radicaal is hoogstens 
"o = log Д ρ = log J J p< logxyz < 31ogz. 
p\abc v\xVz 
Toepassen van het aòc-vermoeden in de vorm ft < 2nn geeft nu η < 6. Verder is 
al bekend dat er geen oplossingen zijn voor η = 3,4 of 5. Dit levert 1 en 2 als 
enige waarden voor η waarvoor er oplossingen zouden kunnen bestaan. In deze 
twee gevallen zijn er in feite oneindig veel oplossingen, die allemaal gevonden 
worden met een methode die al sinds Diophantus zelf bekend is. 
In het algemeen noemen we een vergelijking met maar eindig veel gehele 
oplossingen Mordellisch. Het vermoeden van Mordell, geformuleerd in 1922 
[Mo 22] en in 1983 bewezen door Faltings ([Fa 83]), zegt dat iedere kromme 
van geslacht twee of groter Mordellisch is. Verder is iedere kromme van ge­
slacht twee of groter hyperbolisch. In feite zijn de begrippen Mordellisch en 
hyperbolisch voor krommen equivalent. Het is een belangrijk vermoeden dat 
dit voor variëteiten in het algemeen zo is. In [La 91] wordt het stelsel van 
vermoedens besproken dat Mordelliciteit, hyperboliciteit en 'van algemeen type' 
met elkaar in verband brengt. De lezer wordt verwezen naar dit boek, onder 
andere blz. 179 en 225. Deze vermoedens leggen verband tussen getaltheorie 
(het oplossen van vergelijkingen, het aòc-vermoeden) enerzijds, en meetkunde 
(hyperboliciteit, 'van algemeen type') anderzijds. 
Tenslotte heeft Elkies laten zien dat het aòc-vermoeden het vermoeden van 
Mordell impliceert (zie [El 91].) Voor het vermoeden van Mordell is dit niet 
meer van zo'n groot belang, omdat dit vermoeden al bewezen is. Maar het is 
deze implicatie die het verband legt tussen het aòc-vermoeden, Mordelliciteit en 
hyperboliciteit. 
Diophantus van Alexandrie, tussen 250 en 350 na Christus. 
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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Hyperbolic Spaces and the abc Conjecture 
van 
M. van Frankenhuysen 
1. Zij k(C) het functielichaam van een algebraische kromme C. Kies func­
ties χ en y zodat k(C) = k(x, y), en zodat y geheel is van graad d over k[x]. 
Zij k[C] de gehele afsluiting van k[x] in k(C). Met behulp van het bekende 
algorithme om ringen van gehelen uit te rekenen vinden we polynomen p, 
(voor i = 0,.. . ,d — 1) van graad i in y met coëfficiënten in k(x) zodat 
k[C] = pok[x] + •·• +pd-lk[x]. 
Zij dt de graad van de noemer van p, wanneer we dit polynoom schrijven 
als onvereenvoudigbaar quotient van een polynoom in k[x, y] gedeeld door 
een polynoom in k[x]. Het geslacht van С is dan 
2. Beschouw voor een begrensde meetbare functie p: [0,1] —• С een in ζ 
holomorfe oplossing у = y(t, z) van de differentiaalvergelijking 
^y(t,z) = (p(t)+z)y(t,z) 
met randvoorwaarde 
a0y{0, ζ) + άο^ΐ/(0, ζ) + аіу(1, ζ) + άι — у(1, ζ) = 0. 
Voor iedere vector β = {ßa,ßa,ßi,ß\) in С 4 is de functie 
Я я 
ζ н+ ßoy(0,z) + À , - y ( 0 , z ) +ßiy(l,z) +ß!-y(l,z) 
holomorf. Deze functie wordt met een constante factor vermenigvuldigd 
als we β vervangen door een veelvoud, en hij verandert niet als we bij β een 
veelvoud van de vector α = (αο,αο,αι,άι) optellen. Modulo deze variaties 
is er hoogstens één keuze voor β zodat deze functie geen nulpunten heeft. 
(Naar een probleem van prof. LM. Gel'fand) 
3. In de situatie van de vorige stelling geldt voor de grootste gemene deler d{z) 
van y en щу de asymptotische ongelijkheid Nd(r,0) < |iV y(r,0). Hierin 
is Nf de countingfunction, gegeven door Nevanlinna theorie. 
ekamsat vipra bahudhä vadanti. 
Het ene wat er is wordt door hen die het gezien hebben verschillend be-
noemd. 
5. De thematische flexie van het werkwoord bestond ook al in het Proto-
indo-europees (het PIE). Waarschijnlijk verwees de -e/o- van deze flexie 
naar een bepaald object. (R.S.P. Beekes, Vergelijkende taalwetenschap, 
18.10, blz 299) 
6. Het PIE (zie de vorige stelling) was waarschijnlijk ergatief. Twee tekenen 
die hierop wijzen zijn: de nominativus en accusativus van onzijdige woor-
den hebben in veel Indo-europese talen dezelfde vorm, en de nominativus 
van mannelijke woorden eindigt op -s, die waarschijnlijk verklaard kan 
worden als een genitief uitgang, en dus oorspronkelijk een ergativus was. 
(R.S.P. Beekes, Vergelijkende taalwetenschap, 13.2.10, blz 233) 
7. The first law of so с io dynamics 
(a) The power structure does what they want, when they want; then 
they try to find reasons to justify it. 
(b) If this does not work, they do what they want, when they want, and 
then stonewall. 
The second law of sociodynamics 
An establishment will close ranks behind a member until a point is reached 
when closing ranks is about to bring down the entire establishment; the 
establishment will jettison that member with the least action it deems 
necessary to preserve the establishment. 
The third law of sociodynamics 
It's like the video games: one can't shoot fast enough. 
(Prof. S. Lang, 'The three laws of sociodynamics') 
8. Het is een groot schandaal dat we vervoermiddelen op fossiele brandstof 
gebruiken. (Prof. P.A.M. Seuren) 
9. Voor de bewering dat het HIV-virus AIDS veroorzaakt bestaat geen weten­
schappelijke referentie. (Prof. S. Lang, the НГ -AIDS file) 


